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Any traveler who misses the journey 

misses about all he's going to get. 

- William Least Heat Moon 
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- Anon 
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ABSTRACT 

Seismograms recorded at antipodal distances (~'180°) are used 

to measure the attenuation and dispersion of surface waves. The 

antipode is a focus for surf ace wave energy radiated at all directions 

from the source. Antipodal records thus give direct estimates of 

global average properties. Laterally heterogeneous Earth structure 

degrades the focusing and complicates the data analysis. 

Group velocity and Q of 120-300 s Rayleigh waves are obtained 

from a record (station PTO) of the May 23, 1968 New Zealand 

earthquake. The effects of aspherical structure on this record are 

simulated by generating synthetic seismograms for an ellipsoidal 

Earth. The results show that the bias in antipodal Q measurements 

varies with time. This property is used to constrain the bias in the 

PTO measurements. 

A seismogram of the August 19, 1977 Indonesian earthquake from 

station TRN is used to study 250-500 s Rayleigh waves. This record is 

synthesized by combining first order perturbation theory with a 

realistic representation of the Earth's heterogeneities. Analysis of 

the synthetic shows that Q measured from the TRN record is biased as 

much as 20% and that group velocities are virtually unbiased. The PTO 

and TRN data yield global average values of Rayleigh wave Q which are 

comparable to or slightly below those for the model PREM [Dziewonski 

and Anderson, 1981]. 
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Antipodal Love wave and spheroidal overtone data are also 

presented. Synthetic seismograms match the observed arrivals well, 

demonstrating that these wave modes can be profitably studied at the 

antipode. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Accurate modeling of seismic velocities in the Earth requires 

an accurate knowledge of seismic attenuation. This is because 

attenuative materials must necessarily be dispersive: they must have 

phase velocities which vary with frequency. As a result, an elastic 

velocity profile which satisfies body wave travel time data (1-10 s 

periods) will be incompatible with observed periods of free 

oscillations (periods > 200 s). Also, elastic parameters of candidate 

~ 

mantle materials are measured in the laboratory at ultrasonic 

frequencies, so the results may not be directly comparable to seismic 

data. Jeffreys [1965] was among the first to suggest that attenuative 

dispersion is of first order in frequency. Liu et al. [1976] and 

Kanamori and Anderson [ 1977] subsequently demonstrated that the phase 

velocity could vary by more than 1% over the seismic frequency band 

for reasonable estimates of attenuation. The measurement errors of 

normal mode eigenperiods, surface wave phase velocities, and body wave 

travel times are typically less than 0.1%, so the dispersion 

accompanying absorption is above the level of detection by an order of 

magnitude. Hart et al. [1977] and Anderson et al. [1977] showed 

that correcting for dispersion reduced the discrepancies between body 

wave and normal mode data. Better estimates of the attenuation, or Q, 

of normal modes and body and surface waves are needed in order to 

construct an accurate velocity model compatible with all these data 
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sets. 

Better attenuation estimates will also yield more accurate 

measurements of the seismic moment and energy release in earthquakes. 

Moment determinations are based on amplitudes of arrivals at stations 

distant from the source [e.g., Kanamori, 1970a], requiring a knowledge 

of decay rates along the propagation path. For large events (Ms > 7) 

the first few surface wave arrivals (Rl, R2, etc.) are often 

off-scale at most stations, forcing the use of later arrivals. An 

error in the assumed attenuation of surface waves would have a 

proportionally larger effect on moment estimates made from later 

arrivals. 

Rotation and aspherical structure can produce coupling between 

nearly degenerate normal modes of a spherically symmetric Earth model 

[Dahlen, 1968, 1969]. This effect may be significant at low 

frequencies, and should be considered in inversions for both radial 

Earth structure and earthquake source parameters [Masters et al., 

1983]. Woodhouse [1980] demonstrated that attenuation strongly 

affects the specific nature of the coupling between two modes. 

Improved attenuation estimates will enable accurate corrections for 

mode coupling and hence lead to further refinements in seismic 

velocity models and earthquake moment tensor determinations. 

Ultimately, the anelastic behavi or should provide some 

information about materials and conditions in the Earth's interior. Q 

is observed to be relatively constant over seismic frequencies, 
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implying that a distribution of relaxation mechanisms is responsible 

for absorption [Liu et al., 1976; Anderson et al., 1977]. The 

geophysically relevant relaxation mechanisms [Jackson and Anderson, 

1970; Minster, 1980] appear to be thermally activated processes, the 

absorption varying exponentially with temperature. Activation 

energies depend upon the chemical composition and the particular 

relaxation mechanisms. Because of the temperature dependence, the 

variation of Q with depth should constrain the geotherm. Steady-state 

creep ~echanisms in the mantle may be caused by the same mechanisms 

responsible for attenuation of seismic waves, such as dislocation 

glide or climb. If so, it may eventually be possible to infer mantle 

viscosities from the Q profile [Anderson and Minster, 1981]. 

Temperature and viscosity have implications for the nature of mantle 

convection. 

The primary objective of this thesis is to determine well 

constrained global average values of Q for fundamental mode Rayleigh 

surface waves in the 100-500 s period band. This has been the goal as 

well of many other investigations [Anderson et al., 1965; Kanamori, 

1970b; Mills and Hales, 1977, 1978; Nakanishi, 1979; Sailor and 

Dziewonski, 1978; Masters and Gilbert, 1982]. These studies have 

employed a wide variety of techniques, but they all have one thing in 

common. Q values calculated from a particular record represent the 

attenuation only around the great circle connecting the epicenter and 

station. To obtain global averages of attenuation, the results for 
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many distinct great circles must be combined. In principle this 

method should work, but in practice there appear to be some problems 

with it. Figure O.la shows results of Nakanishi [1979] for two 

stations lying along the same great circle. Q estimates from these 

records differ by as much as a factor of two at some periods. 

Comparable uncertainties probably exist in most measurements for a 

particular great circle, and these errors are transmitted to 

subsequent global averages. In Figure O.lb the global average 

estima~ es of five different studies are compared; discrepancies 

between the results average about 50% at all periods. There . are many 

possible explanations of this scatter, including poor signal-to-noise, 

contamination by other wave modes, biased selection of seismograms, 

and effects of lateral scattering. 

In this thesis, a more direct measure of average global 

attenuation is obtained through the analysis of recordings from the 

antipodal regions of earthquakes. Because the antipode is a caustic 

for Rayleigh wave propagation, it offers two immediate advantages. 

First, energy arriving from all azimuths, i.e., energy that has 

sampled the entire globe, contributes to the antipodal record. Such a 

record thus reflects average global properties, not just the structure 

along a particular great circle. Global averages can therefore be 

obtained from a single event at a single station. The Earth does the 

averaging; combining different events and stations, with the 

attendant accumulation of errors, is not necessary. Second, if the 
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Figure 0.1 (a) Precision of conventional great circle Rayleigh 
wave Q measurements: results from two seismograms recorded along 
the same great circle path. (b) Average Rayleigh wave Q 
determined by 5 different studies which used conventional great 
circle data. Scatter is considerable at all periods. (a) and (b) 
are both from Nakanishi [1977]. 
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arriving energy is consistent in phase, constructive interference 

produces strong amplification of the signal, reducing the effect of 

noise contamination. The resulting measurements are stable and 

reproducible, showing much less scatter than is seen in conventional 

studies. Both advantages are clearly dependent on the radiation 

pattern of the event. An isotropic explosion radiates equal energy 

with uniform phase at all azimuths, yielding at the antipode of a 

spherically symmetric globe complete constructive interference for 

vertical motion, and complete cancellation of horizontal motion. Of 

the she ar-dislocation sources, a shallow, 45° dip-slip event is most 

favorable. The Rayleigh wave radiation pattern of such an event has 

two wide phase-symmetric lobes, offering the greatest degree of 

constructive interference at the antipode. 

In a sense, the Earth behaves as a giant lens, bringing all of 

the Rayleigh wave energy from an earthquake to a focus at the 

antipode. Dispersion of the wave train, analogous to a chromatic 

aberration of the lens, smears out the temporal focusing. The spatial 

focusing is degraded by lateral heterogeneities in the Earth's 

velocity structure, which represent imperfections in the figure of the 

lens. A significant fraction of this thesis is devoted to removing 

from the antipodal attenuation estimates any bias caused by lateral 

velocity heterogeneities. Two distinct approaches are employed 

towards this end. For periods from 150 to 250 s, the bias is 

constrained by the attenuation measurements themselves, without any 
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a priori assumptions about the heterogeneous structure. This is 

accomplished by studying effects on antipodal Q values which would be 

common to any distribution of heterogeneities. 

approach is an independent constraint on the 

A result of this 

nature of such 

heterogeneities in the mantle; specifically, it may indicate the 

extent to which continental and oceanic structures differ. At longer 

periods (250-500 s) reliable observations of great circle phase 

velocities, as a function of path orientation on the Earth, are 

combin; d with perturbation methods to model the effects of a realistic 

distribution of heterogeneities. 

Besides attenuation estimates, the antipodal seismograms yield 

global average phase and group velocities for Rayleigh waves. 

Conventional studies produce accurate velocity measurements, and most 

such studies agree within their limits of resolution. In this case 

the antipodal method cannot really improve on the uncertainties in the 

global averages. The results here generally corroborate existing 

phase and group velocity data. 

While most of this thesis is concerned with Rayleigh waves and 

the corresponding fundamental spheroidal modes, some measurements of 

the dispersion and attenuation of Love waves and spheroidal overtones 

are also presented. Results for these wave modes complement the 

Rayleigh wave results and tighten the constraints on inversions for 

the radial Earth structure. Unfortunately, the antipodal Love and 

overtone data collected so far are rather limited. Still, few global 
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averages for these modes are to be found in the literature, so the 

measurements here should prove useful despite their relatively large 

uncertainties and limited frequency range. 
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Chapter 1 

THE PTO RECORD OF THE INANGAHUA, NEW ZEALAND EARTHQUAKE 

The first antipodal Rayleigh arrivals analyzed are from a 

seismogram of the Inangahua, New Zealand, earthquake of May 23, 1968 

(Ms=7.l, latitude=41.72°s, longitude=l72.03°E, h=21 km, time=l724:17 

(ISC)), recorded at WWSSN station PTO (Porto, Portugal; 

latitude=41.14°N, longitude=8.60°w). Body waves on this record have 

been p~eviously studied by Rial [1978a, b]. Focal mechanism studies 

reveal this event to have been of predominantly thrust type [Robinson 

et al., 1975] (see Figure 1.1), satisfying the need for constructive 

interference of the Rayleigh lobes at the antipode. The station lies 

at a distance of 179.25° from the epicenter, or about 80 km from the 

true antipode, assuming a spherical Earth of radius 6371 km. The 

wavelengths of the long period (120-300 s) waves on this record vary 

from about 500 to 1600 km, so PTO is for these periods only a fraction 

of a wavelength from the antipode. As a result, the seismogram should 

exhibit the features of a true antipodal recording. 

Before asserting that measurements from the PTO record 

represent global averages, one must consider how the radiation pattern 

of the Inangahua event affected the sampling of the mantle. Rial 

[1978b], studying the body waves, modeled the earthquake as a triple 

event. The three sources shared a common epicenter and focal 
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8 =N19°E 
8=44°E 

A.= +87° 

New Zealand 
Inangahua earthquake 
May 23, 1968 

Mb= 6.2 M5= 7.1 

Figure 1.1 Location of the Inangahua, New Zealand earthquake of 
May 23, 1968. The focal mechanism (lower hemisphere projection) 
was determined by Robinson et al. [1975]. The earthquake 
occurred on the Glasgow Fault, a branch of the Alpine-Wairau 
system. 
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mechanism (strike=l9°, dip=44°, rake=+87°) but differed in depth, 

seismic moment, and origin time. For long period Rayleigh waves, 

these differences are inconsequential, and Rial's triple source can be 

portrayed as a single event. The Rayleigh wave radiation pattern for 

this event displays the double-lobed nature typical of a thrust event. 

Assuming the Earth was well sampled between the half amplitude 

azimuths of the lobes, the Inangahua event's radiation pattern yields 

a coverage range of about 200°, greater than half of the globe. 

Figure 1.2 shows the radiation pattern superimposed on the epicenter, 

with great circles drawn through the half-amplitude points. Because 

the preferentially sampled zone includes a representative distribution 

of oceanic, continental, and tectonic regions, results from the PTO 

record should reflect an accurate measure of average global 

properties. 

Group Velocity Measurements 

The long period vertical record from PTO was digitized and 

interpolated to a sampling interval of 2 s. The first three Rayleigh 

wave arrivals were then extracted using conservative group velocity 

windows c.overing roughly 2. 7 to 4.4 km/s. Beyond the third arrival 

the Rayleigh waves were too dispersed and attenuated to be above the 

noise. Because at the antipode the conventionally labeled arrivals Rl 

and R2 overlap, the first Rayleigh arrival will be referred to as 
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Figure 1.2 Global projection of the Rayleigh wave radiation 
pattern of the lnangahua earthquake. The upper diagram shows the 
long period radiation pattern at the epicenter, and the lower 
diagram illustrates the focusing at the antipodal station PTO. 
The dashed lines indicate the regions most strongly sampled. 
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RlR2; similarly, the second is called R3R4 and the third, R5R6. 

These arrivals correspond to propagation distances of 180°, 360°+180°, 

and 2x360°+180°, respectively. Unfiltered spectra of the three 

Rayleigh arrivals extracted from the PTO record are shown in Figure 

1.3. Also shown is a representative noise spectrum, obtained by 

digitizing about one hour of the record ahead of the P wave arrival. 

The third Rayleigh arrival (R5R6) falls into the noise at periods 

below 150 s, and the second (R3R4) does so below about 100 s. At 

period~ longer than 300 s the decay is too slow to be reliably 

measured using the available length of record. As a result the usable 

frequency range of this record is limited to periods between 100 and 

300 s. 

Each window was next convolved with a succession of narrow-band 

filters of the form 

H(t) = --0-- cos(w t)exp(-o 2 t 2 4) 
2R 0 1. 1 

where 

0 filter half-width, equal to (wl w2)/2; 

WO central frequency, equal to (wl + w2 )/2; 

wl high-frequency cutoff; 

w2 = low-frequency cutoff. 
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Rayleigh Amplitude Spectra 

RIR2 

R3R4 

R5R6 

160 200 240 280 320 
Period, sec 

Figure 1.3 Amplitude spectra of the vertical component of the 
first three Rayleigh arrivals at PTO (unfiltered). The noise 
spectrum (dashed) was determined from a portion of the PTO record 
before the event. 
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This filter has a Gaussian shaped frequency response. Best results 

were obtained for a filter half-width 8 of 10 mHz; 10 different 

filters were used, spanning the 120 to 300 s period range. In most 

cases, the filtered traces exhibited well-defined, dispersed wave 

groups. As a representative example, Figure 1.4 shows waveforms of 

the three Rayleigh arrivals convolved with a 170-250 s filter. Group 

velocities were calculated from the peak amplitude time of each 

filtered wave group using the formula 

U(w) 1. 2 

where 

t Cw) = peak p amplitude time of group 

with central frequency w· 
' 

to origin time of event; 

t,. propagation distance. 

Here, the propagation distance t,. was based on a mean Earth 

circumference of 40,030 km, and the assumption that the station lies 

at the true antipode. No corrections were made for source or 

instrumental group delay times. Following Kanamori and Abe [1968], 

these combined corrections were estimated to be no greater than 0.7% 

of the travel time of the first (RlR2) arrival. 
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Rayleigh Group Arrivals 

PTO (ti= 17925°) 

R1R2 

18:40 

0 5 IOmin 

R3R4 

21:40 

Bandpass Filtered, 170 -250 sec 

RSR6 Io.25 

o:so 

Figure 1.4 Bandpass filtered (170-250 s) vertical component 
records of the first three Rayleigh arrivals at PTO. Note changes 
in amplitude scales. Arrivals were windowed between the brackets 
and then Fourier transformed in order to measure spectral 
amplitude ratios. This process was repeated for several filter 
bands in the 120-300 s period range. 
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Rayleigh wave group velocities measured from the PTO record are 

listed in Table 1.1. Figure 1.5 compares the antipodal group velocity 

values with the global averages given by Mills and Hales [1977]. 

These authors used a least squares parabola-fitting technique to 

determine group velocities for many great circle paths. Their results 

were very well constrained and showed little deviation between paths. 

A recent study by Nakanishi and Anderson [1982] gives global averages 

which agree closely with Mills and Hales' values. The excellent 

agreem: nt (generally within 0.01 km/s or 0.3%) of the antipodal 

measurements with results of both these studies demonstrates that PTO 

was located near enough to the geometric antipode and that the 

focusing there was sufficiently sharp to enable measuring of global 

average properties using this single record. 

Attenuation Measurements 

To measure the attenuation, the prominent Rayleigh wave groups 

were extracted from the broad-windowed, bandpass-filtered traces. 

This was essentially equivalent to restricting the time windows to a 

group velocity range appropriate for the pass band of each filter. In 

this way it was possible to remove from the signals energy outside of 

the wave groups but perhaps within the originally wide arrival 

windows. Each wave group was padded with zeroes to a length of 4096 

samples and transformed to the frequency domain by using a standard 
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Table 1.1 - Rayleigh Wave Group Velocity 

T, s ua, km/s UNA 
b 

UP REM 
c 

120 3.75 3.750 3. 716 

130 3. 7 2 3. 728 3. 698 

140 3.69 3.704 3.681 

150 3. 6 7 3. 6 7 5 3. 665 

160 3.64 3.664 3.649 

170 3. 6 2 3. 645 3. 6 33 

180 3.61 3.626 3. 617 

190 3. 60 3. 611 3. 6 03 

200 3.59 3.596 3.589 

210 3.58 3.585 3.579 

220 3.58 3. 577 3.571 

230 3.58 3. 57 3 3. 568 

240 3.58 3.577 3. 570 

250 3.59 3. 583 3.578 

260 3.6 0 3.601 3. 59 3 

270 3. 61 3. 6 22 3. 615 

280 3.6 3 3.654 3 .645 

aPTO record, this study. 
bNakanishi and Anderson (1982]. 
cDziewonski and Anderson (1981]. 
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Figure 1.5 Rayleigh wave group velocity measurements from the PTO 
record. Also shown are Mills and Hales' [1977] average values for 
many great circle paths, and the dispersion curve for model PREM 
of Dziewonski and Anderson [1981]. 
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FFT routine. No smoothing of the resulting amplitude spectra was 

considered necessary. The attenuation coefficient y(T) was calculated 

from [SatS, 1958; Ben-Menahem, 1965] 

~(T) ln[Ai(T)/Aj(T)] 

~j-~i 

where Ai(T) is the spectral amplitude at period T of the ith arrival 

and ~i is the propagation distance of the ith arrival. This single 

stati~n spectral ratio technique [Aki and Richards, 1980] removes 

effects common to all the Rayleigh arrivals, such as the source 

spectrum and instrument response. The ratio Ai/Aj is a measure only 

of the attenuation, or spectral energy decay, between arrivals. The 

attenuation coefficient y is related to the quality factor Q through 

the relation [Brune, 1962] 

Q(T) 1.4 
Ty(T)U(T) 

Values of y were determined at several frequency points across 

the band of each of the filters; the considerable overlap in the 

frequency response of successive filters resulted in redundant 

measurements at each frequency, the spread of which indicates the 

effects of noise and the windowing methods. By measuring the decay 

between both the first and second (R1R2/R3R4) and first and third 

(R1R2/R5R6) arrivals, two essentially independent determinations of 
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y(T) were made. In Figure 1.6, the y(T) values from the PTO record 

are plotted using different symbols for the RlR2/R3R4 and RlR2/R5R6 

measurements. Also shown are the global average results of Mills and 

Hales [1977]. The error bars (±lcr) on their results typify the 

scatter seen in great circle studies not only between different great 

circles but also for repeated measurements along a single path. At 

periods less than 200 s the antipodal results fall outside the ±lcr 

error bars of Mills and Hales [1977] but within the total scatter of 

their 1ata. This scatter may result from lateral refractions of the 

propagating Rayleigh wave, contamination of the signal by overtone 

energy, or poor signal-to-noise ratios. In contrast, the PTO values 

display a very smooth, stable trend, indicating that amplification at 

the antipode has significantly improved the signal level. The PTO 

results also exhibit excellent consistency between the RlR2/R3R4 and 

RlR2/R5R6 measurements. This consistency immediately confirms that 

the windowed Rayleigh arrivals are sufficiently 

significant overtone energy. In the following 

isolated 

chapter 

from 

this 

consistency will be used as a constraint on the possible bias induced 

by a laterally heterogeneous velocity structure. 

Another antipodal recording with clean Rayleigh arrivals in the 

same period range was produced by an intermediate depth South American 

earthquake on February 21, 1971, centered near the junction of Chile, 

Argentina, and Bolivia (Ms=6.8, latitude=23.81°s, longitude=67.20°w, 

h=l66 km, time=l035:20 (ISC)). The WWSSN station HKC in Hong Kong 
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Figure 1.6 Values of the Rayleigh wave attenuation coefficient y 
as a function of period, obtained from the PTO record. Note both 
the small amount of scatter and the consistency of the RlR2/R3R4 
and RlR2/RSR6 trends. The average-Earth values of Mills and Hales 
[1977] are plotted for comparison. 
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(latitude=22.30°N, longitude=ll4.17°E) falls at an epicentral distance 

of 178.05°, putting it within half a wavelength of the antipode for 

120 s and longer Rayleigh waves. The long period vertical record was 

processed in the manner described above. The Rayleigh waves were 

weaker on this record than on the PTO record due to the depth and size 

of the event, so only the first two arrivals (RlR2 and R3R4) proved 

useful. 

The attenuation coefficients determined from these arrivals are 

shown ~ n Figure 1.7. The values are in good agreement with those 

obtained from the PTO record, especially at periods shorter than 220 

s. The source-station orientation on the globe for this second event 

was totally different from that for the first, resulting in a much 

different sampling of the Earth by this event's radiation pattern. 

Yet the attenuation values measured in both cases were virtually 

identical. The agreement is in fact better than that commonly seen in 

conventional studies between two different stations along the same 

great circle (see Fig. O.la) . This agreement of the antipodal records 

strongly implies that in each case the sampling of the Earth was 

sufficient to reveal global average properties. Also, any biasing due 

to lateral heterogeneities must be similar for the two events. 

Horizontal Components 

The first Love and Rayleigh arrivals (GlG2 and RlR2, 
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Figure 1.7 Values of the attenuation coefficient y obtained from 
the HKC record of a South American event (~=178.05°). The dashed 
line gives the smoothed average trend of the measurements from the 
PTO record (Fig. 1.6). 
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respectively) produced very clean signals on the horizontal long 

period instruments at PTO. Figure l.8a shows the seismograms for all 

three components of the first arrivals. A 100-300 s bandpass filter 

was applied to the traces. The traces were normalized to the same 

peak-to-peak amplitude in Figure l.8a; the true amplitude (cm) is 

given at the right end of each trace. The Love wave (GlG2) is very 

prominent on the east-west (E) component and just barely above the 

noise on the north-south (N). It is totally absent on the vertical 

(Z), as it should be. The N and E components of the Rayleigh wave . 
(RlR2) are similar in amplitude and are about one-half the amplitude 

of the vertical. 

The three traces in Figure l.8a were combined in pairs to 

produce the three seismoscope-style plots of Figure l.9a. Each of 

these plots shows a two-dimensional projection of the filtered ground 

motion during the Love and Rayleigh arrivals. The two axes of each 

plot are scaled the same, but the scaling differs between plots. Both 

arrivals are very strongly polarized. The Love wave is seen clearly 

on the horizontal projection, polarized along the direction N85°E. On 

each vertical projection the Love wave is properly confined to the 

horizontal axis. The horizontal Rayleigh wave motion is polarized 

along N3S0 E; the two vertical projections show the amplification of 

the Z component relative to the horizontals. The polarization plots 

show two rather surprising things. First, the horizontal motions are 

substantial. The exact antipode of a shallow earthquake source should 
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First Rayleigh and Love Arrivals at PTO 
bandpass filter 100-300 sec 
(a) 
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Figure 1.8 (a) Observed three-component Rayleigh (RlR2) and Love 
(GlG2) first arrivals at PTO. (b) Best-fit spherical-Earth 
synthetics of the traces in (a). All traces were convolved with a 
100-300 s bandpass filter. Peak-to-peak amplitude (cm) is given 
at the right end of each trace. Amplitudes of synthetic traces 
are based on a moment of 3.4xl026 dyne-cm. 
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Rayleigh and Love Polarizations at PTO 
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Figure 1.9 (a) Two-dimensional projections of the observed ground 
motion at PTO made by combining the traces of Figure l.8(a). The 
two axes of each plot are scaled the same, but the scaling differs 
between plots. (b) Corresponding projections for the synthetic 
traces of Figure l.8(b). The arrow labeled AZSE gives the 
back-azimuth to the epicenter used in generating the synthetics. 
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be a node for Love waves and the horizontal component of Rayleigh 

waves. Actually, the station PTO lies 0.75° from the true antipode of 

the Inangahua earthquake, which is far enough to permit observable 

horizontal motions. Second, the Love and horizontal Rayleigh . signals 

are not polarized perpendicularly to each other. This unusual 

phenomenon is expected in the antipodal region, where the transverse 

spheroidal and longitudinal toroidal components can become significant 

if the source has a non-isotropic radiation pattern. 

, Synthetic seismograms were generated in order to determine if 

the details of the observed Rayleigh and Love polarizations could be 

matched. The synthetics were produced by summing the fundamental 

spheroidal and toroidal modes of the spherical Earth model 1066A 

[Gilbert and Dziewonski, 1975], using the Q values of model SL2 

[Anderson and Hart, 1978]. A point source at 11 km depth with a step 

time function was assumed. The focal mechanism of the Inangahua 

earthquake used by Rial [1978b] and the ISC epicenter of the event 

were used as starting parameters. The location and fault plane strike 

were then varied to obtain the best agreement with the observed 
l 

polarizations (Fig. l.9a). 

The angle between the Rayleigh and Love arrivals on the 

horizontal projection was very sensitive to the strike of the fault 

plane. The observed angle of 50° was best matched using a strike of 

36°; this is only 17° from the strike used by Rial [1978b]. The 

amended mechanism still satisfies the P-wave first motions plotted by 
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Robinson et al. [1975]. After adjusting the mechanism to fit the 

relative orientations of the Rayleigh and Love polarization 

directions, the absolute directions were satisfied by moving the 

epicenter. The epicenter preferred for the synthetics is at latitude 

41.94°s, longitude 171.79°E. This is about 30 km southwest of the ISC 

location, near the opposite end of the aftershock zone observed by 

Robinson et al. [1975]. 

The three components of the best-fit synthetic seismograms are 

shown in Figure l.8b. The synthetic waveforms compare very well with 

those observed. The most notable discrepancy is in the arrival time 

of the RlR2 group. Model 1066A gives Rayleigh group velocities at 

periods below 200 s which are known to be higher than appropriate 

global averages [H. Kanamori, personal communication]. The number 

near the right end of each synthetic trace gives the peak-to-peak 

amplitude (cm) predicted for a seismic moment of 3.4xlo26 dyne-cm. 

The values are in good agreement with those observed for all three 

components. According to Kanamori and Anderson [1975], this moment 

value is consistent with the event's surface wave magnitude (Ms=7.l). 

Figure l.9b shows the polarization plots obtained from the synthetic 

traces. The vertical projections show that the synthetic Rayleigh 

wave has the proper ratio between the horizontal and vertical 

amplitudes. This ratio is sensitive to the distance of the station 

from the exact antipode and, to a lesser extent, to the source depth. 

On the horizontal projection, the synthetic arrivals are polarized 
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along the same directions as the data. The relative amplitudes of the 

Rayleigh and Love waves also match the data well. The observed 

horizontal polarizations are not as linear as the synthetics predict. 

This could be the result of source finiteness, random noise and 

imperfect focusing due to lateral velocity variations. The overall 

agreement of the synthetic and observed polarizations dramatically 

demonstrates the high quality of the Earth lens. 

Love Wave Group Velocity 

Relatively few investigators have presented estimates of 

average Earth Love wave group velocities. Kanamori [1970b] averaged 

the Love group velocities observed for 12 great circle paths and 

Dziewonski et al. [1972] measured the average dispersion by first 

summing 13 autocorrelograms of horizontal seismograms . Nakanishi and 

Anderson [1983b] performed a spherical harmonic inversion of Love 

group velocities observed for many great circles. Because there are 

few such studies and most average only a small number of great 

circles, antipodal records may offer improved constraints on Love wave 

group velocities. 

The first Love wave arrival at PTO (GlG2) produced a clean 

signal on the east-west instrument (Fig . l.8a). Group velocities 

were measured from this arrival for the period range SO to 250 s using 

a bandpass filtering technique similar to that used for the Rayleigh 
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waves. In this case the group arrival time was corrected for both 

source and instrument group delays. The instrument delay as a 

function of period was determined following Kanamori and Abe [1968]. 

Furumoto and Nakanishi [1983] determined the empirical relation 

M
0

=2.Sx1022,3 between the seismic moment M
0 

(dyne-cm) and the source 

time T (s). Using M
0

=3.4xl026 dyne-cm for the Inangahua earthquake 

yields T=24 s. The source group delay is one-half the source time. 

The group velocity measurements from the PTO record are compiled in 

Table ~ .2. Figure 1.10 compares the PTO results to the Love group 

velocity curve for Earth model PREM [Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981]. 

The average Earth values of Nakanishi and Anderson [1983b] are in 

close agreement with the PREM curve. 

The antipodal Love wave yields group velocities somewhat higher 

than PREM at most periods (Fig. 1.10). The difference is generally 

less than 1%, which may not be significant considering the possible 

errors in the antipodal measurements. The GlG2 arrival traveled a 

relatively short distance, so errors in source and instrument delay 

times and in the assumed path length (20,015 km) could introduce some 

bias. The arrival's energy is concentrated at periods below 170 s so 

the results at longer periods are suspect. At the shorter periods, 

below about 100 s, lateral heterogeneities and the offset of PTO from 

the true antipode should affect the results. In light of the possible 

errors, the Love wave group velocities from the GlG2 arrival at PTO 

are consistent with existing Earth models. This is perhaps best 
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Table 1. 2 - Love Wave Group Velocity 

T, s ua km/s UNA 
b 

UP REM 
c , 

50 4.33 

75 4 .42 

100 4.42 4.387 4.385 

125 4.38 4. 385 4. 385 

150 4.40 4.385 4.385 

17 5 4.42 4. 385 4. 38 3 

200 4. 4 3 4.387 4.382 

225 4.40 4.388 4.382 

250 4.37 4.391 4.386 

aPTO record, this study. 
bNakanishi and Anderson [1983b]. 
cDziewonski and Anderson [1981]. 
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Figure 1.10 Love wave group velocity measurements obtained from 
the GlG2 arrival at PTO. Also shown is the group velocity curve 
of the model PREM [Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981] . 
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reflected not by the group velocity values themselves (Fig. 1.10) but 

by the timing and overall fit of the synthetic Love waveform to the 

data (Fig. 1.8). 

Unfortunately, the second Love wave arrival at PTO (G3G4) was 

too weak to be identified above the noise on the record. As a result, 

attenuation estimates for Love waves could not be determined. 

Spheroidal Overtones 

Because the depth dependence of the spheroidal overtones (nSt, 

with n>l) differs from that of the fundamental modes, m~asurements of 

the dispersion and attenuation of overtones should improve the 

resolution of the Earth's radial structure. Shallow earthquakes 

excite the fundamental modes more efficiently than the overtones, 

making analysis of the overtones difficult. The overtones are 

typically studied by measuring their eigenperiods and Q in the 

frequency domain. This requires seismograms of long duration, which 

are produced only by large earthquakes. Eigenperiods of various 

overtone modes have been presented by Derr [1969], Dziewonski and 

Gilbert [1972, 1973] and Mendiguren [1973]; measurements of Q were 

made by Sailor and Dziewonski [1978] and Masters and Gilbert [1982]. 

Most of the overtone modes observed in these studies have periods 

greater than 300 s. At periods below this the overtone modes are 

usually overpowered on the spectra by the fundamental modes. 
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Overtones with periods less than 300 s can however be observed on many 

seismograms as isolated wave groups which are separated in time from 

the fundamental surface wave arrivals. The overtone groups are not 

readily analyzed by standard traveling wave techniques for two 

reasons. First, they are very dispersive, so the groups are not 

identifiable after the first few arrivals. More troublesome is the 

fact that several overtone branches have group velocity curves which 

intersect (Fig. 1.11) An individual overtone branch (fixed n) cannot 

be isolated in the time domain: an observed arrival represents the 

complex interference of many branches. As a result, the group 

velocity and attenuation as functions of period cannot be 

independently determined for each branch by a traveling wave analysis. 

In this section, forward modeling of antipodal time domain overtone 

arrivals is used to corroborate models of the velocity and attenuation 

profiles in the upper mantle. 

Okal [1978] divided the spheroidal modes among 5 families. The 

0102 and 0304 arrivals represent the 'R' (Rayleigh) family of modes, 

in which the horizontal and vertical motions are coupled. Within each 

family, the modes ns2 are rearranged in 'pseudo-overtone' branches, 

In the new classification the angular order 2 is 

unchanged; a new radial order p is assigned in place of the old value 

n. Physical properties such as phase velocity, attenuation and 

excitation vary smoothly along each branch of constant p. The 0102 

and 0304 arrivals were synthesized by summing all modes of model 1066A 
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Figure 1.11 Group velocity curves of model 1066A [Gilbert and 
Dziewonski, 1975], for the spheroidal 'R' mode branches defined by 
Okal [1978]. The branch 0 R corresponds to the fundamental 
Rayleigh wave. 
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in the branches 
1

Rz to 
7

Rz with periods down to 45 s. Tests 

demonstrated that the higher R branches and the other mode families 

contributed no significant energy in the time windows of the 0102 and 

0304 arrivals. The same source location and mechanism used in 

modeling the Rayleigh and Love arrivals were employed here. The 

synthetics were generated by a program based on the method outlined by 

Kanamori [1970a]. Each synthetic was convolved with an instrument 

operator and a 100 to 300 s bandpass filter. 

The Inangahua earthquake of 1968 produced clean overtone 

arrivals at the antipodal WWSSN station 

arrivals (0102 and 0304) on the long period 

PTO. The first two such 

records were extracted 

with group velocity windows covering 5 to 9 km/s. These arrivals were 

well separated from the fundamental Rayleigh and Love arrivals. The 

vertical 0102 and 0304 traces, bandpass filtered for 100 to 300 s 

energy, are shown in Figure 1.12. The peak-to-peak amplitude (cm) is 

given near the right end of each trace. 

Synthetics of 

different Q models: 

the two arrivals were produced using three 

MM8 [Anderson et al., 1965], SL2 [Anderson and 

Hart, 1978] and PREM [Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981]. The waveforms 

for all three Q models were virtually identical. The only noticeable 

difference between the synthetics for the three Q models was in the 

ratio r of the maximum amplitudes of the 0102 and 0304 arrivals. 

Model MM8 gave r=3.0, SL2 gave r=3.5 and PREM gave r=3.7. The 

observed ratio was r=3.7. This indicates that, of these three models, 
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Figure 1.12 Vertical components of the observed and synthetic 
spheroidal overtone arrivals 0102 and 0304. Each trace was 
convolved with a 100-300 s bandpass filter. Peak-to-peak 
amplitude (cm) is given at the right end of each trace. 
Amplitudes of synthetic traces are based on a moment of 3.4xlo2 6 
dyne-cm. 
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PREM best matches the observed attenuation. 

Figure 1.12 shows the synthetic vertical traces for the PREM Q 

model, beneath the observed traces. The agreement of the observed and 

synthetic 0304 traces is very impressive. Amplitude and phase match 

very well across most of the window. The visual fit of the 0102 

traces is less satisfying, primarily due to an underestimate by the 

synthetic of the first large pulse on the data. The dominant 

contributions to this pulse come from the p=3,4,5 branches. The phase 

of this pulse, and the phase and amplitude of the remainder of the 

0102 waveform are accurately reproduced by the synthetic. The 

peak-to-peak amplitudes of the synthetics for a seismic moment of 

3.4xlo26 dyne-cm are listed near the traces; the values are very 

close to those of the observed traces. This is the moment value 

determined from the first Rayleigh and Love arrivals, so the overtones 

have the predicted amplitudes relative to the fundamentals. 

The horizontal components of the 0102 and 0304 arrivals were 

also synthesized. Figure 1.13 compares the observed and synthetic 

north-south signals, and Figure 1.14 compares the east-west. The 

synthetic fits for the horizontals are not quite as good as for the 

vertical seismogram. The timing and overall envelope amplitudes for 

the horizontal synthetics match the data reasonably well. The data 

may include significant contributions from toroidal overtone modes, 

which have not been included in the synthetics. Portions of some 

toroidal branches of 1066A have the proper group velocities. Adding 
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Figure 1.13 Same as Figure 1.12, for the north-south components. 
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Figure 1.14 Same as Figure 1.12, for the east-west components. 
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the toroidal modes might therefore improve the fits of the horizontal 

synthetics. 

Modeling the overtone arrivals at the antipode suggests that 

the PREM attenuation profile yields appropriate average Earth Q for 

the 1Rt to 
7

Rt spheroidal-mode branches defined by Okal (1978]. This 

is the first attempt to constrain the attenuation of these modes. 

Because the observed arrivals are formed by the interference of as 

many as 7 mode branches, it is not possible to independently measure 

the Q of any single branch. This study shows the PREM model to be . 
consistent with the antipodal overtone records at periods between 100 

and 300 s. It is conceivable that attenuation profiles for the upper 

mantle somewhat different from PREM could also satisfy the data. 

It may be possible to use overtone arrivals in a waveform 

inversion scheme to further refine estimates of the attenuation 

profile. Dziewonski and Steim (1982] have presented a waveform 

inversion technique (WIT) in which an Earth model is perturbed to 

improve the fit of synthetic seismograms to observed data. This 

method could lead to velocity and attenuation profiles which give 

optimal agreement to several mode branches simultaneously. Overtone 

recordings from conventional as well as antipodal distances remain to 

be exploited. 
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Chapter 2 

EFFECTS OF ASPHERICAL STRUCTURE: ELLIPSOIDAL EARTH MODEL 

Various investigators [e.g., Dahlen, 1979a, b; Sleep et al., 

1981] have suggested that the Earth's lateral heterogeneities may 

systematically bias measurements of attenuation. A general aspherical 

perturbation in the structure of the Earth removes the 2t+l-fold 

degeneracy in eigenfrequency of the singlets ns~ comprising the normal 

mode pe ak nst. If this splitting of the singlets is of the same order 

as the attenuative broadening, it will be unresolvable; it will act 

to broaden further the overall peak shape. If naively assumed to be 

unsplit, the peak would yield an erroneously low Q estimate. Dahlen 

[1979a, b] argues that the bias should be insignificant for 

conventional single-station analyses, while attenuation measurements 

based on stacked or antipodal records may be strongly biased toward 

lower Q. 

Stacked records are produced by summing the signals from all 

available stations, and antipodal records similarly add up the 

arrivals from a continuum of paths. If different great circle paths 

have different average velocities, the constructively interfering 

signals in both cases then differ somewhat in phase. As a result, the 

antipodal and stacked arrivals are reduced in amplitude. The 

discrepancy in phase increases with each successive orbit, so the 
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amplitude of each composite arrival successively decreases. Antipodal 

and stacked signals decay faster than signals along individual great 

circles and give low apparent Q estimates. Stacking seismograms has 

been used several times to increase signal-to-noise in studies of 

mantle Q [Jordan and Sipkin, 1977; Sailor and Dziewonski, 1978]. The 

records which go into the stack are either selected on the basis of 

high signal-to-noise or else represent an indiscriminate sampling of 

available records. It is therefore difficult to estimate the net bias 

of the resulting Q measurements or even to determine its sign s~nce 

the unavailable or discarded data are not included in the analysis. 

The antipodal attenuation measurements presented in the 

preceding chapter may be significantly biased and do in fact yield 

lower Q at periods below 240 s than most great circle studies. 

Averages from these conventional great circle determinations may be 

biased as well, not by lateral heterogeneity effects but by sampling 

problems. For example, a representative number of low Q paths may not 

be included in the averages because of the low amplitudes of the later 

arrivals. In contrast to this the antipodal experiment involves a 

uniform sampling, weighted by the radiation pattern. The low Q paths 

are automatically included in the 'stack', A unique aspect of the 

antipodal method is that the sign of the bias is known. The initial 

antipodal results therefore set an upper bound on global attenuation 

(or a lower bound on Q). Antipodal estimates are a useful complement 

to conventional surface wave and free oscillation measurements of Q 
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even if the bias cannot be estimated precisely. The intrinsic 

advantages of the natural Earth 'stack' warrant an effort to estimate 

the bias. This is not possible in conventional experiments because of 

the missing data. 

To quantify the bias in the antipodal Q measurements 

rigorously, one requires both an accurate representation of the 

Earth's three-dimensionally heterogeneous structure and a theory which 

correctly models surface wave propagation on this body. The latter 

problem has been approached using perturbation theory [Dahlen, 1980; 

Woodhouse and Dahlen, 1978; Woodhouse and Girnius, 1982] and 

variational methods [Usami, 1971; Geller and Stein, 1978]. Different 

techniques impose somewhat different restrictions, concerning among 

other things the magnitudes of lateral velocity contrasts and length 

scales of the heterogeneities. Whether or not a certain set of 

restrictions is satisfied for the real Earth is not always clear. 

Determining the heterogeneous structure of the upper mantle is the 

topic of much current research and some controversy. The most common 

practice has . been to perform a 'pure path' analysis [ToksBz and 

Anderson, 1966; Okal, 1977; Nakanishi, 1979; Silver and Jordan, 

1981]. Typically, the Earth's surface is divided into continental, 

oceanic, and tectonic regions. Great circle average phase velocity 

data are then inverted to yield an optimum dispersion curve for each 

regional type. Crucial to this method is the assumption that the 

structure throughout the upper mantle reflects the surface 
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heterogeneity, and the validity of this assumption is open to 

question. Regionalized Earth models from different studies show 

significant differences; the results of such a study are strongly 

dependent on both the regionalization scheme and the data set used in 

the inversion [Kawakatsu, 1983]. At present then, the 

three-dimensional structure of the upper mantle is poorly resolved. 

In consequence the attenuation biasing caused by lateral heterogeneity 

cannot be unambiguously determined using forward modeling. The only 

altern~ tive is to estimate the bias by studying effects which would be 

common to any distribution of heterogeneities. This is the method 

employed in this chapter. 

Method 

To put limits on the possible bias in antipodal attenuation 

measurements, lateral heterogeneity is represented as an ellipsoidal 

perturbation in shape. For 120 to 300 s periods, the Earth's actual 

ellipticity (f-1/298) has a negligible effect on the PTO record (Fig. 

2.1). The effects of an exaggerated ellipticity are examined: the 

regular azimuthal variation in great circle path length on the 

ellipsoid replaces the real situation of an irregular azimuthal 

distribution of great circle average phase velocity. Velocity 

perturbations can be modeled as path length perturbations since both 

cause travel times to the antipode to be path dependent, so that the 
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Effect of ellipticity on measured Rayleigh 
attenuation 
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Figure 2.1 Effect of ellipticity on measurements of the 
attenuation coefficient y, for observations near the antipode. 
Synthetic Rayleigh arrivals were generated for an ellipsoidal 
Earth using attenuation model SL2 of Anderson and Hart [1978]. 
Values of y measured from the synthetic arrivals show greater bias 
from the SL2 curve as the asphericity (wQ) increases. As the bias 
increases, so does the separation of the 'measured' RlR2/R3R4 and 
RlR2/R5R6 curves. Note that the Earth's actual ellipticity has a 
negligible effect (for the proper source-station geometry). 
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constructive interference there of energy arriving from different 

azimuths is degraded. Because the splitting caused by the real Earth 

is unresolvable, one need not know the specific frequencies and 

amplitudes of the singlets under a particular peak. Rather, one is 

concerned only with the character of the resultant peak itself and 

with any side effects that the splitting may have on the time domain 

signals. Thus, one can order the singlets using an elliptical 

heterogeneity and attempt to 'statistically' imitate the behavior of 

mode p; aks produced by the Earth's velocity heterogeneities. An 

observable side effect is then sought which can be used to constrain 

the amount of splitting (and hence the bias in antipodal attenuation 

measurements) caused by the real Earth. 

There are both theoretical and observational reasons for 

believing that the effects of the true Earth structure on antipodal 

seismograms may be modeled reasonably well by a simple ellipsoidal 

perturbation. Like conventional great circle experiments, the 

antipodal experiment is sensitive only to the cumulative effects of 

propagation over a complete orbit around the Earth. Because of this, 

the odd order spherical harmonic components of the lateral 

heterogeneity do not affect the singlet locations [Madariaga, 1972] 

and so induce no bias in attenuation estimates. In addition, the 

'complete orbit' nature of the experiment preferentially emphasizes 

the order-two harmonic of the heterogeneity [Backus, 1964; Kawakatsu, 

1983; Nakanishi and Anderson, 1983a]. The real Earth may therefore 
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behave much like an ellipsoid, which is an order-two perturbation to a 

sphere. Observations which support this argument have been presented 

by Masters et al. [1982]. Their plots of mode eigenfrequency (or, 

.equivalently, great circle average phase velocity) as a function of 

great circle pole position show a dominant order-two pattern. 

Kawakatsu [1983] and Souriau and Souriau [1983] have shown that 

regionalized Earth models from several studies would also appear to be 

order-two dominant to a 'complete orbit' experiment. Understanding 

the eff~cts of an ellipsoidal heterogeneity is therefore relevant for 

studying antipodal seismograms. 

_Theory 

Following the treatment given by Dahlen [1979b], let u(£,w) 

represent the spectrum of the radial component of the fundamental mode 

Rayleigh wave at £ on an ellipsoidal, nonrotating Earth due to a 

source at !s· To first order in the eigenfrequencies and zeroth order 

in the eigenfunctions, this spectrum can be expressed as 

00 £ 

u(.!:_,w) ~ 2. 1 
m=o 

The amplitude term A~ is a rather complicated combination of the 

source moment tensor elements, the displacement scalars U and V, and 

factors determined by the source and station locations. Spectra of 
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the two horizontal components are given by formulas identical to 

Equation 2.1, with somewhat different expressions for the amplitude 

terms. Complete expressions for the amplitude terms for all three 

components are given in the Appendix. The term c~(w) defines the 

spectral shape of a singlet peak 

2.2 

where ~t is the attenuation coefficient. The eigenfrequencies w~ of 

an ellipsoidal Earth are given by 

2.3 

where wi is the degenerate eigenfrequency for a spherically symmetric 

Earth. The splitting of the eigenfrequencies is determined by the 

single parameter at, which is proportional to the ellipticity. 

Defining wt as the (dimensionless) total splitting width 

The eigenfrequencies given by Equation 2.3 are doubly degenerate, 

i.e., this fact is included in Equation 2.1. The ellipsoidal 

perturbation alters the spherically symmetric spectra only through the 

frequency shifts of the singlet peaks. The singlet amplitudes A~ are 

unaffected by the ellipticity. Transforming Equation 2.1 into the 

time domain yields 
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00 t 
u(r,t) - I l A~(r)exp(-ait)cos(w~t) 

t=o m=o 
2.4 

The above treatment assumes the attenuation to be laterally 

homogeneous. More realistically, each singlet should have a distinct 

value, ai, as its decay rate. If the excitation of the singlets is 

sufficiently uniform, as it should be for antipodal stations, then the 

width of the composite peak, neglecting splitting, would be the 

averag~ 0~ the singlet widths. In this case it is reasonable in the 

modeling procedure to replace m the distinct values at by the average 

value at• The corresponding average Q can be obtained from Qi=w~/2at. 

This is just another way of saying that the antipode acts as a natural 

averager of global attenuation, assuming there is sufficiently 

complete sampling of the globe by the event's radiation pattern. The 

fact that the results from two different events agree so closely 

(Figures 1.6 and 1.7) argues in favor of sufficient sampling. 

Again , it is not the Earth's actual ellipticity of figure which 

is of interest; an elliptical Earth model is used as an arbitrary 

deviation from spherical symmetry to simulate the effects of lateral 

heterogeneities in the Earth's elastic parameters. Because of this, 

the event can be located anywhere on the ellipsoid. Furthermore, the 

strike of the fault plane can be oriented as desired. The receiver is 

then located at the proper distance from the event along the azimuth 

appropriately oriented relative to the event strike. 
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Synthetic time domain Rayleigh waves were generated by a 

program based on Equations 2.3 and 2.4, using Earth model 1066A of 

Gilbert and Dziewonski [1975] and Q model SL2 of Anderson and Hart 

[1978]. The synthetic Rayleigh arrivals were convolved first with an 

instrument operator, and then with a 143-200 s narrow-band filter as 

used in the analysis of the real data. As suggested by Dahlen 

[1979b], the splitting parameter ai was chosen to vary with t such 

that the product wtQt remained constant. The 120 to 300 s period 

range ~nvolves orders t of roughly 80 to 25. Since Q decreases with 

increasing t in this range, the condition wtQt=const means that wt 

increases for shorter periods. This, in turn, means that for shorter 

periods the ellipticity becomes greater, so that the modeled Earth 

was, like the real earth, increasingly heterogeneous at shorter 

wavelengths. Other recipes for wt could be devised, such as a more 

general power law model. Since the splitting should not change 

drastically over a narrow bandwidth and all synthetics were 

narrow-band filtered, the splitting effects displayed by the 

synthetics would not be sensitive to the specific recipe employed. 

Estimating the Bias 

The consistency of the RlR2/R3R4 and RlR2/R5R6 measurements was 

used to estimate the bias in the antipodal attenuation values. From a 

time domain perspective, the lateral heterogeneities act to degrade 
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the constructive interference at the antipode, so that the signal 

amplification will decrease for each successive Rayleigh arrival. 

This reduction in amplification is a nonlinear function of the phase 

mismatch of the energy approaching the antipode from different 

azimuths. One might thus expect the RlR2/RSR6 attenuation values to 

be biased somewhat differently than the RlR2/R3R4 values. This 

argument was examined by generating synthetics of the first three 

Rayleigh arrivals at PTO, for various values of the splitting factor 

wQ, an~ then measuring the apparent attenuation between the three 

arrivals. The agreement of the RlR2/R3R4 and RlR2/RSR6 attenuation 

values can be used to estimate the amount of bias in those values 

caused by lateral heterogeneities and this estimate can be reasonably 

established by representing the heterogeneities as a simple 

ellipsoidal perturbation. 

Figure 2.1 was produced with the source on the equator of the 

ellipsoid. Notice in Figure 2.1 that, as the bias from the input 

attenuation curve increases, so does the separation of the RlR2/R3R4 

and RlR2/RSR6 'measured' curves. For sufficiently large wQ the usual 

trend of a curve toward greater bias at shorter periods would reverse. 

This is seen in Figure 2.1 on the RlR2/RSR6 curve for wQ=0.7, below 

160 s. This occurred because the range in path lengths with azimuth 

for the RSR6 arrival exceeded half a wavelength. The separation of 

the RlR2/R3R4 and RlR2/RSR6 curves is decreased only over a very 

narrow period band. It was not possible to obtain both large bias and 
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small separation of the two curves across the full 143 to 200 s band. 

The behavior of the curves in Figure 2.1 was found to be independent 

of the source-station orientation on the ellipsoid. For wQ=0.7, the 

synthetic RlR2/R3R4 and RlR2/R5R6 curves are separated much more than 

the observed trends plotted in Figure 2.2. Thus the bias in the 

observed measurements must be less than the difference shown in Figure 

2.1 between the SL2 curve and the curves for wQ=0.7. At a fixed 

period T, it is the relative separations of the SL2, RlR2/R3R4, and 

RlR2/R5~6 curves which are important, and these are strictly 

determined by the value of the splitting width w. The shifts between 

the curves are independent of the specific input attenuation model. 

The separation of the two curves which was produced using wQ=0.5 

represents a reasonable upper limit to the observed separation. The 

amount by which the synthetic 'measured' curves are shifted above the 

input Q model for wQ=O.S is thus the best estimate of the amount by 

which the observed attenuation values can be biased from the actual 

intrinsic attenuation. Subtracting this amount of bias from the 

observed values, the solid curve in Figure 2.2 is obtained. This 

corrected curve establishes the best estimate of average global 

attenuation consistent with the antipodal measurements. At periods 

below 150 s, the RSR6 signal fell into the noise, so that stable 

RlR2/R5R6 y values could not be determined. As a result, there is no 

real constraint on the bias below 150 s. The solid curve was 

extrapolated down to 120 s, but the bias there may be even greater. 
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Rayleigh Wave Attenuation 
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Figure 2.2 Antipodal observations of Rayleigh wave attenuation. 
The upper (dashed) curve follows the smoothed average trend of the 
measurements from the PTO record. The solid curve beneath the 
measured values represents the best estimate of average y after 
correcting for bias. 
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Above 240 s, the uncorrected attenuation values are in agreement with 

great circle studies, so the bias there is probably negligible. At 

all periods the corrected curve is within lcr of the Mills and Hales 

[1977] estimate, although at periods below 200 s the corrected 

antipodal y is greater than their mean value. A recent study by 

Dziewonski and Steim [1982] supports the antipodal results down to 165 

s, the minimum period of their analysis. 

As mentioned earlier, the biasing effect shown in Figure 2.1 is 

indepen9ent of the orientation on the ellipsoidal Earth model. This 

means that Figure 2.1 would look the same if either the event's strike 

or its location on the ellipsoid were changed, with the station kept 

at the proper distance and azimuth. Actually, if such changes were 

made, different values of the parameter wQ would be necessary to 

reproduce Figure 2.1 exactly. This would not affect the discussion of 

the allowable amount of bias in the measurements, which relied on the 

fact that the RlR2/R3R4 and RlR2 / R5R6 curves split further apart as 

the bias increased. It does, however, affect the interpretation of 

the splitting width w as a measure of the Earth's structural 

asymmetry. As it turns out, the value of w needed to induce a certain 

amount of bias is fairly insensitive to the event strike, and it 

varies as (cos2e)-1 with the event latitude e. For example, consider 

the results for wQ=0.5 in Figure 2.1, produced with the event on the 

ellipsoid's equator. If the event were moved to a latitude of 45°, 

one would require wQ=0.5/cos2(45°)=1.0 in order to get the same 
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results. Remember that all great circles through the event intersect 

at the antipode. With the event at latitude e, the difference in path 

length cL between the longest and shortest great circles is 

81 2.5 

where f is the flattening of the ellipsoid. So the change in w needed 

to maintain a constant bias effect is just the change needed to keep 

consta~t the azimuthal . variation in path length, or travel time, to 

the antipode. 

Figure 2.3 demonstrates how the relationship between splitting 

width and event latitude affects the spectrum of the peak 
0
s

54
, which 

falls near the center of the 143 to 200 s period band. Figure 2.3a 

shows the singlet amplitudes 0 A~4 , for an event on the equator and 

wQ=0.5. Figure 2.3b shows the spectral amplitude and phase of the 

composite peak 
0
s

54
• Below these, in Figures 2.3c and 2.3d, are the 

corresponding plots for an event at latitude 45° with wQ=l.O. The 

distributions of singlet amplitudes are markedly different for the two 

cases, but the shapes of the composite peaks are identical, consistent 

with the fact that in both cases attenuation measurements are biased 

by the same amount. In Figure 2.3a, the singlets are all of 

comparable amplitude, so that the spectral power is smeared fairly 

uniformly over the full width w. However, in Figure 2.3c the singlets 

m=40 to m=54 are very weak, so although the splitting width is 
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Splitting of the 0 S54 mode 
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Figure 2.3 (a) The frequencies and amplitudes of the singlets of 

0
S54, for a source located on the equator of an ellipsoid 

characterized by wQ=O.S. (b) The amplitude (solid curve) and 
phase (dashed curve) of the multiplet produced by the singlets in 
(a) with attenuative broadening. (c) and (d) Corresponding 
results for a source at 45°N and wQ=l.O. See text for discussion. 
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nominally twice that of Figure 2.3a, the 'effective splitting width' 

is essentially the same. 

One could now imagine a third case, that for the real Earth. 

The singlets for the real Earth would not show such a regular 

variation in eigenfrequency, and the amplitude distribution among them 

would be fairly random. But the composite peak for the real Earth 

should look very much like, and result in time domain behavior very 

much like, the peaks of Figures 2.3b and 2.3d. This is the crucial 

assump ~ ion made in using results based on the ellipsoidal model to 

estimate the bias in real data. 

To justify this assumption the effects of a random distribution 

of singlet eigenfrequencies beneath each mode peak were examined. 

First, the singlet amplitudes were calculated for the source-receiver 

geometry used in Figures 2.3c and 2.3d. As Figure 2.3c shows, the 

singlet amplitudes for this geometry scatter over a wide range of 

values. Each singlet was next assigned an arbitrary eigenfrequency 

within the range (l±w/2)wd, using a random number generator. The 

singlet eigenfrequencies were generated independently for each mode 

0
st. The full spectrum in this random case was even more pathological 

than for the real Earth, for which one would expect the singlet 

pattern under 
0
si to resemble that under 0Si+l (for t >> 1). 

domain synthetics were computed and analyzed as before. 

Time 

The 

'measured' attenuation curves for the random case (Fig. 2.4) behaved 

almost exactly like the curves produced by the ellipsoidal Earth. 
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Individual curves oscillated slightly about the corresponding curves 

for the ellipsoidal model; the pattern of this oscillation changed 

for different sets of random eigenfrequencies. The important property 

of Figure 2 .1 was reproduced identically: for comparable splitting 

widths, the RlR2/R3R4 and RlR2/RSR6 curves diverged from the input 

curve, and from each other, in the same fashion as in Figure 2.1. One 

can conclude that this figure demonstrates an inescapable side effect 

of unresolved split mode peaks, an effect which is independent of the 

single t distributions beneath the peaks. The splitting widths and 

bias measures which have been determined are not dependent upon the 

ellipsoidal model used to estimate them. 

Discussion 

In Table 2.1 are compiled the results of the antipodal Rayleigh 

wave Q observations. The directly measured Q values, in the column 

labeled Q
0

, are almost certainly biased due to the effects of a 

laterally heterogeneous velocity structure. These values establish a 

lower bound on global average Q values. The consistency of the 

RlR2/R3R4 and RlR2/RSR6 trends indicates that the bias cannot be very 

large, or alternatively that the focusing at the antipode is quite 

sharp. The observed polarizations of the Rayleigh arrivals also 

support this conclusion. The consistency of the measurements has been 

used as a constraint to estimate the amount of bias. The column of 
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Table 2.1 - Rayleigh Wave Q 

T, s ow/ wx lOOa b Q c Gns 
d 

QPREM 
e 

QABM 
f Go c 

120 0.37 83 108 122 114 

130 0.36 86 109 125 119 

140 0.35 91 112 128 123 

150 0.34 97 116 132 127 

160 0.34 101 121 136 130 

170 0.33 106 127 135 140 133 

180 • 0.32 111 132 138 144 137 

190 0.31 120 138 140 148 140 

200 0.30 12 3 143 146 15 3 144 

210 0.29 128 150 150 157 147 

220 0.28 134 155 156 16 2 15 3 

230 0.27 146 164 160 166 158 

240 0.27 157 170 166 171 164 

250 0.26 170 180 17 2 176 17 0 

260 188 188 179 182 176 

270 192 192 185 188 18 3 

280 187 187 190 194 191 

aBased on wQs12 = 0.5 (w = ow/w). 
~rom observed trend (dashed line) of Figure 2. 2. 
cFrom corrected trend (solid line) 
dDziewonsk~ and Steim [1982]. 

of Figure 2. 2. 

eDziewonski and Anderson [1981]. 
fAnderson and Given [1982]. 
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corrected Q values, Qc, gives the most reasonable global average Q 

consistent with the data, after removing the bias. 

For periods below 250 s the corrected Q are still somewhat 

lower than the average values given in most conventional great-circle 

studies. The corrected Q are, however, within the standard deviations 

given by Mills and Hales [1977]. The antipodal records analyzed here 

are of high quality, yielding stable, smoothly varying measurements of 

attenuation. They are also very consistent: radiation from the two 

events sampled the mantle in different ways, yet the results from the 

two events agree closely. Existing mantle attenuation models, such as 

SL2 of Anderson and Hart [1978] and that from the recent Preliminary 

Reference Earth Model (PREM) of Dziewonski and Anderson [1981], were 

constructed using the great circle results as constraints. In Figure 

2.5 the antipodal results are compared to these two models. Model SL2 

gives Q which are decidedly too high across the usable frequency band 

of the PTO record. The PREM model comes closer to the corrected 

antipodal Q but is still rather high at periods below 220 s. Above 

280 s, the antipodal Q from the PTO record are possibly suspect due to 

very low signal amplitude and relatively short record length for these 

long periods. If the antipodal Qare indeed better global averages, 

then the upper mantle is more attenuative than has been generally 

recognized. Dziewonski and Steim [1982] have recently analyzed an 

extensive great circle data set to obtain high precision estimates of 

global Rayleigh wave attenuation down to periods of 165 s. From 280 
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Figure 2.5 Observed (Q
0

) and corrected (Qc) trends of globally 
averaged Q of Rayleigh waves as a function of period, obtained 
from antipodal data. The attenuation models PREM and SL2 are 
shown for comparison. 
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to 165 s their results (see Table 2.1) are virtually identical to 

those presented here (average difference ,3%). 

support to the method of correcting for bias. 

This gives strong 

Also listed in Table 2.1 are estimates of the splitting widths 

of the Rayleigh modes with periods between 120 and 250 s. Madariaga 

and Aki [1972] and Luh [1974] have calculated splitting widths of 

various modes for Earth models with distinct continental and oceanic 

velocity profiles. Luh [1974] used the Canadian shield model CANSD 

[Brune pnd Dorman, 1963] for the continental structure and model 5-5-1 

[Saito and Takeuchi, 1966] for the oceans. These models differ most 

significantly in the upper 120 km of the Earth, with smaller 

differences extending to depths of 400 km. Luh [1974] calculated a 

splitting width for the mode 0s40 (period= 212 s) of 0.32%. This 

compares favorably with the antipodal estimate of 0.29% for the 

splitting width at 210 s. The antipodal observations thus suggest 

that the differences between continental and oceanic structures are 

comparable to the differences between the CANSD and 5-5-1 models. Of 

course, greater variations may occur locally, but such variations are 

not important on a global scale. 

The splitting widths determined here can also be compared 

directly to observed ranges in great circle average phase velocities. 

Nakanishi [personal communication] has plotted great circle average 

Rayleigh wave phase velocity at a period of 200 s as a function of 

take-off azimuth from the source for 28 different earthquakes. For 
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sources near New Zealand, the difference between the minimum and 

maximum phase velocities (cc) is typically 0.02 to 0.03 km/s (Fig. 

2.6). The splitting width w at 200 s determined here represents a 

corresponding range given by 

cc = (c/U)wc 0.02 km/s 

The factor c/U is necessary because Nakanishi's measurements were made 

at fix~d frequency 

[Dziewonski, 1970]. 

while w was determined at fixed wavenumber 

One might expect the observed range to be greater 

than that determined from the antipodal record because of random 

errors in the great circle velocity estimates. Also, as mentioned 

above, there could be localized anomalies which have little effect on 

the full antipodal 'stack' but which cause a particular great circle 

measurement to differ greatly from the norm. In light of these 

arguments the width w determined here seems to agree very well with 

independent observations of the Earth's heterogeneity. 

Conclusions 

The uncorrected antipodal results provide a lower bound for 

mantle Rayleigh wave Q values and, as such, provide an important 

constraint on absorption in the upper mantle. Because the 'stack' is 

complete an attempt was made to estimate the bias due to lateral 
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Figure 2.6 Variation of great circle Rayleigh wave phase velocity 
(period=200 s) with take-off azimuth from the source, for an 
epicenter in the vicinity of the lnangahua event. Base line 
corresponds to the model PREM. Circles and crosses denote 
measurements from SRO and IDA instruments, respectively. 
Measurements were made by I. Nakanishi [personal communication]. 
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velocity heterogeneity and to correct the observed Q values for this 

effect. Although accounting for the effects of an unknown lateral 

heterogeneity may appear to be an intractable problem, one can have 

confidence in these results for the following reasons: 

1. The antipodal records give excellent 

previous great circle group velocity values. 

agreement with 

2. The observed Rayleigh polarization indicates that focusing 

at the antipode is quite sharp. 

3. Attenuation values are smooth, stable, and reproducible. 

4. There is excellent consistency between successive passages 

of the Rayleigh wave groups. 

S. Different events give almost identical results. 

6. The method used to synthesize mode splitting allowed the 

heterogeneity to increase toward shorter periods. 

7. The property used in estimating the bias, namely, the 

relative biasing of the RlR2/R3R4 and RlR2/R5R6 curves, is a general 

feature of mode splitting. 

8. The corrected attenuation values are in excellent agreement 

with the most complete and precise recent studies. 

9. The estimates of the splitting widths due to lateral 

heterogeneity are consistent with previous studies. 

The uncorrected measurements of the attenuation coefficient y 

lie, as they should, above previous estimates of global attenuation. 

The deviation increases at short periods which is consistent with the 
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assumption that lateral heterogeneity is greatest near the surface and 

decreases with depth. Uncorrected estimates of y for periods greater 

than 200 s are lower than the Mills and Hales [1977] 'upper bound' (+l 

standard deviation). Since the uncorrected estimates set lower bounds 

on Q, this indicates that the minimum Q of the mantle at these periods 

is more tightly constrained than before. Corrected estimates of y at 

shorter periods are at the upper end of the Mills and Hales [1977] 

estimated range, indicating that the Q of the shallow mantle is less 

than w9uld be inferred from their estimate. The corrected Q values, 

however, are within the stated errors (±la) of the Mills and Hales 

[1977] data at all periods, and they agree with the Dziewonski and 

Steim [1982] data to within an average error of 3%. 
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Chapter 3 

THE TRN RECORD OF THE SUMBAWA, INDONESIA EARTHQUAKE 

The Sumbawa, Indonesia earthquake of August 19, 1977 (Ms=7.9, 

latitude=ll.08°S, longitude=ll8.46°E, h=33 km, time=0608:55 (PDE)) 

produced an antipodal seismogram at the WWSSN station TRN near 

Trinidad, British West Indies (latitude=l0.6S0 N, longitude=61.40°W). 

Because of its size this event has been used in several studies of 

free oscillations and long period surface waves [Buland et al., 1979; 

Geller and Stein, 1979; Silver and Jordan, 1981; Masters and 

Gilbert, 1982]. The event itself is of tectonic significance because 

it was a rare large normal slip event which occurred near a subduction 

zone [Stewart, 1978]. The event location, mechanism and aftershock 

area [Stewart, 1978] are shown in Figure 3.1. Like a thrust event, a 

shallow normal event has a two-lobed radiation pattern. Vertical 

motions interfere constructively at the antipode producing an 

amplified signal. The source and station coordinates put TRN at a 

distance of 179.5° from the epicenter. In fact the true antipode of 

the station falls within the aftershock area of the Sumbawa event. If 

the aftershock area represents the extent of rupture then the source 

and station are really as antipodal to one another as is possible. 

The large magnitude of this event caused the long period vertical 

instrument at TRN to be driven off scale by the earlier arrivals so 
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Figure 3.1 Location, focal mechanism and aftershock distribution 
of the Sumbawa, Indonesia earthquake of August 19, 1977 (Ms=7.9). 
Figure provided by G. Stewart [personal communication]. 
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that the first 6.5 hours of the record were unusable. 

The trace analyzed in this chapter began at 1245:00 and 

continued for 17.5 hours until falling into the noise. This record 

was digitized and interpolated to a sampling interval of 2 s, filtered 

to remove energy at periods shorter than 100 s, then decimated to a 

20 s sampling interval. The first 8 hours of data are shown in Figure 

3.2, and the amplitude spectrum of the 17.5 hour trace is plotted in 

Figure 3.3. The trace was dominated by periods between 200 and 500 s. 

The funp amental modes 
0
s

9 
through 

0
s

35 
appear as prominent simple 

peaks on the spectrum. Attenuation reduced periods shorter than 200 s 

before the signal came on scale and the instrument removed periods 

longer than 500 s. The data began during the third Rayleigh arrival 

(R5R6). Over the 200 to 500 s band Rayleigh group velocities range 

from 3.6 to 5.0 lan/s. As a result the subsequent Rayleigh arrivals 

were very dispersed and eventually began to overlap. The arrivals 

could not be separated by simple group velocity windowing, so the 

straightforward procedure used to measure velocities and Q for the PTO 

record could not be employed here. 

procedure was necessary. 

Dispersion Analysis 

A somewhat more complicated 

Analysis of the TRN record of the Sumbawa earthquake for phase 

and group velocities and attenuation relied heavily on the 'residual 
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Figure 3.2 (Top) The first 8 hours of the long period vertical 
record of the Sumbawa event from WWSSN station TRN (~=179.5°). 
The trace begins 6 hr 36 mn 5 s after the origin time of the 
event. (Bottom) Autocorrelogram of 17.S hours of the TRN record 
with boxcar windowing. 
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dispersion' technique of Dziewonski et al. [1972]. In this method, 

the record to be analyzed is compared to a synthetic signal of known 

dispersion and the differences in phase and group velocity are 

measured. A major advantage is that an arrival of interest can be 

compressed in time and isolated from other arrivals and from energy in 

other modes. The residual dispersion technique also reduces 

systematic errors which are introduced if the group velocity changes 

rapidly with frequency • 

• The residual dispersion method was actually applied not to the 

original data trace but to its autocorrelogram. The autocorrelogram 

was generated by multiplying the spectrum of the data by its complex 

conjugate and inverse transforming the product. Actually, two 

versions of the autocorrelogram were generated. For the first 

version, used to measure phase and group velocity, the data trace was 

first multiplied by a Hanning window W(t) 

3. 1 

where t 1 is the total record length (17.5 hr). Dahlen [1982] has 

shown that such windowing is necessary in order to avoid systematic 

errors in dispersion measurements. In the frequency domain the 

Hanning window has much smaller side lobes than a boxcar window of the 

same length [Oppenheim and Schafer, 1975] and so reduces the 

interference effects between adjacent normal modes on the record's 
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spectrum. Dahlen [1982] and Masters and Gilbert [1982] have suggested 

that boxcar windowing can produce systematic errors in attenuation 

measurements as well, but neither study demonstrated this assertion. 

In the following chapter a synthetic record is used to show that a 

boxcar window is actually preferable to the Hanning window for this 

purpose. The finite length of the data trace introduces effects which 

must be considered in the attenuation analysis. The second version of 

the autocorrelogram, then, was produced from the spectrum of the 

originat trace without any tapered windowing and was used for 

measuring attenuation. 

Figure 3.2 shows the first 8 hours of the autocorrelogram which 

was produced using a boxcar window. Following the large pulse at zero 

lag, this trace has a series of dispersed pulses occurring at 3-hour 

intervals. Consider the first such 'arrival', labeled lR. This 

arrival gives a measure of the dispersion of Rayleigh waves over one 

complete orbit of the earth, or between two successive arrivals on the 

original data trace. Source and instrument phase and group delays, 

common to all arrivals on the actual seismogram, . are not present in 

the autocorrelogram arrivals. The pulse lR can be thought of as the 

sum of the crosscorrelograms of R5R6 with R7R8, R7R8 with R9Rl0, etc. 

[Dziewonski and Landisman, 1970]. Similarly, 2R gives the net 

dispersion over two orbits. The autocorrelogram can also be 

interpreted as the 'seismogram' that would ·be obtained at TRN for a 

source directly beneath the station. In this view the zero-lag pulse 
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is the source pulse (which is zero-phase) and lR, 2R, etc. are 

successive Rayleigh arrivals which are subjected to dispersion as well 

as attenuation. The absence of significant energy between these 

arrivals on the autocorrelogram proves that the original seismogram 

was recorded at the antipode [Dziewonski and Landisman, 1970] and that 

it was dominated by fundamental mode energy. 

Phase and group velocities were measured from the lR, 2R and 3R 

pulses on the autocorrelogram using the residual dispersion method 

[Dziewonski et al., 1972]. A crosscorrelogram h(t) was computed from 

each observed pulse F(t) and a synthetic Fs(t) 

h(t) 1 00 * 
2n J F(w)Fs(w)exp(-iwt)dw 

-oo 

The synthetic pulse has a unit amplitude spectrum given by 

F (w) s exp(iks(w)r + nn) 

3.2 

3.3 

where r is the propagation distance for the pulse and ks(w) is a 

specified dispersion curve (wavenumber vs. frequency) and n is the 

autocorrelogram arrival number (n=l for lR, etc.). The term nn in the 

expression for the synthetic corrects for the polar phase shifts 

[Brune et al., 1961]. The spectrum of the crosscorrelogram is 

h(w) JF(w)Jexp(ik(w)r) 3.4 
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where IF(w)I is the amplitude spectrum of the observed pulse and 

k=k-ks is the difference between the dispersion curves of the data and 

synthetic. The dispersion curve for the model 1066A [Gilbert and 

Dziewonski, 1975] was used for ks(w) in the analysis here. The 

spheroidal mode wavenumbers and eigenfrequencies for this model were 

interpolated to produce a continuous dispersion curve. A 

crosscorrelogram was generated and evaluated separately for each of 

the pulses lR, 2R and 3R. Figure 3.4a shows the crosscorrelograms 

used to measure dispersion residuals between the three arrivals and 

their corresponding 1066A unit-amplitude synthetics. If the 1066A 

dispersion curve precisely matched the dispersion in the data, then 

all three of the crosscorrelograms would be symmetric about zero lag. 

This is very nearly the case for all three signals, demonstrating both 

the accuracy of 1066A and the quality of the data. The slight 

deviations of the crosscorrelograms from zero-lag symmetry were 

analyzed to measure the dispersion residuals. 

The crosscorrelograms were analyzed using a multiple filtering 

technique [Dziewonski et al., 1969] to give estimates of the phase and 

group velocity residuals between the data and model 1066A. The trace 

h(t) was convolved with a series of narrow band filters having 

regularly spaced center frequencies. These filters were zero-phase 

with Gaussian-shaped amplitude spectra. The instantaneous amplitude 

and phase, as functions of time, were determined by combining each 
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Figure 3.4 (a) Crosscorrelograms between the pulses lR, 2R and 3R 
from the autocorrelogram of the Hanning-windowed TRN record and 
their corresponding 1066A unit-amplitude synthetics. These 
signals were used to measure phase and group velocity. (b) Same 
as (a), but produced from the boxcar-windowed TRN record. These 
signals were used to measure attenuation. 
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filtered trace with its quadrature signal [Goodman, 1960]. The 

instantaneous phase at zero lag gave the phase velocity residual at 

the center frequency of the narrow band filter. The group velocity 

residual was determined from the time at which the filtered 

crosscorrelogram attained its maximum instantaneous amplitude. 

There are two principal advantages of the residual dispersion 

method over a direct analysis of the dispersed arrivals on the 

autocorrelogram. Most important is that the residual dispersion 

analysis greatly reduces systematic errors in standard group velocity 

measurements which are introduced when the signal is strongly 

dispersed. These errors are due to the fact that the group velocity, 

defined as the first derivative of frequency with respect to 

wavenumber, is not rigorously equal to the propagation velocity of a 

wave group's amplitude maximum [see Dziewonski et al., 1972]. The 

crosscorrelation procedure also concentrates an arrival's energy into 

a narrow time window, yielding the second advantage. This 

concentration in time improves the isolation of the desired arrivals 

from each other and from noise. 

Results of the phase and group velocity measurements are shown 

in Figures 3.5 and 3.6, respectively. The data are plotted at the 

center frequencies of the filters used in the analysis. The multiple 

filtering technique causes structure in the dispersion curves to be 

smeared over a range of frequencies. This smoothing is a function of 

the filter bandwidths. Estimates from the autocorrelogram arrivals 
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Figure 3.5 Rayleigh wave phas e velocity measured from the TRN 
record. The data are plotted relative to the phase veloc i t y of 
model 1066A [Gilbert and Dziewonski, 1975]. 
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Figure 3.6 Rayleigh wave group velocity measured from the TRN 
record. The data are plotted relative to the group velocity of 
model 1066A [Gilbert and Dziewonski, 1975]. 
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lR, 2R and 3R are plotted using different symbols. Both the phase and 

group curves show very stable results for frequencies between 2 and 5 

mHz. The phase velocity difference between the data and 1066A is less 

than 0.01 km/s at all frequencies, and the group velocity residual is 

always less than 0.05 km/s. The results here cannot be immediately 

interpreted as global averages because of a sampling bias due to the 

focal mechanism of the Indonesian event. Based on the focal mechanism 

determined by Given and Kanamori [1980], the maxima of the two-lobed 

Rayleigh wave radiation pattern were directed nearly due north and 

south of the event. This resulted is a biased sampling of the 

geoellipsoid, with polar paths over-represented. Because such paths 

are the shortest great circles around the Earth and an average Earth 

circumference (40,030 km) was used in the analysis, one might expect 

the observed phase velocities to be shifted toward higher values. The 

effect of biased sampling on the phase and group velocity curves is 

examined in the next chapter using synthetic seismograms. 

Attenuation Analysis 

The concentration in time of the arrivals afforded by 

crosscorrelating with a synthetic facilitated the measurement of Q 

from the TRN record. Amplitude spectra of the 2 hour portions of the 

crosscorrelograms shown in Figure 3.4b were calculated with an FFT 

routine. Q was measured as a function of frequency by taking spectral 
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ratios between the lR and 2R, then the lR and 3R, crosscorrelograms. 

The expressions relating Q to the spectral ratios are given in Chapter 

1 of this thesis. The crosscorrelograms can be used to measure Q 

because their amplitude spectra are the same as those of the dispersed 

lR, 2R and 3R signals on the autocorrelogram (Equation 3.4). This 

procedure for measuring Q was first used by Sailor [1978]. The 

results of the Q analysis are shown as solid lines in Figure 3.7. The 

two curves in this Figure, 1R/2R and 1R/3R, are not directly analogous 

to the RlR2/R3R4 and RlR2/RSR6 curves obtained from the PTO record 

(Fig. 1.6). The PTO curves were obtained from the actual arrivals on 

the original seismogram, while for the TRN results the autocorrelogram 

'arrivals' were used. The entire TRN record contributes to each of 

these 'arrivals'. One effect of using the autocorrelogram is a window 

length bias caused by the finite length of the TRN seismogram. This 

effect is significant only for periods longer than 400 s, and no 

corrections have been made for it here. This effect is included in 

the synthetic experiments which follow. 

The Q results are stable over a more limited frequency range 

than the velocity measurements displayed in Figures 3.5 and 3.6. This 

is to be expected since the attenuation estimates employ spectral 

ratios between two arrivals which both include noise. Some of the 

noise can be attributed to contamination by other mode branches. 

Because spheroidal overto'nes are likely to be present in the data, 

their potential effects on the attenuation measurements should be 
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Figure 3.7 Rayleigh wave Q measured from the TRN record. The 
open circles give Q of the modes 0 Si for the PREM attenuation 
model [Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981]. 
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considered. Coupling between the fundamental spheroidal and toroidal 

modes may also influence the results. 

Spheroidal Overtones 

Synthetic versions of the TRN seismogram were generated in 

order to test the effects of the spheroidal overtones. The normal 

modes of the spherically symmetric Earth model 1066A [Gilbert and 

Dziewonski, 1975] were summed to produce the synthetics; the method . 
was described by Kanamori [1970a]. The attenuation model SL2 

[Anderson and Hart, 1978] gave the Q of the modes. This model was 

chosen because a complete catalog of all the spheroidal mode Q values 

existed for it. The event was modeled as a point source at 40 km 

depth with a focal mechanism as determined by Given and Kanamori 

[1980]. 

One synthetic was made using only the fundamental (
0
St) modes, 

and another was made using all spheroidal modes with periods longer 

than 150 s. The overtone excitation was much weaker than that of the 

fundamental branch, so the two time domain synthetics looked very 

similar. The overtones had a more apparent effect in the frequency 

domain. Figure 3.8 shows the amplitude spectrum of the synthetic with 

overtones. The fundamental modes ost clearly dominate this spectrum. 

There is considerable complexity between the modes 
0

s
8 

to 
0

s
20 

due to 

the presence of the overtone modes, primarily the 
2
st branch, and 
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Figure 3.8 Amplitude spectrum of a spherical Earth synthetic of 
the TRN seismogram which included all spheroidal modes with 
periods longer than 150 s (fundamentals and overtones). The 
numbers above the peaks identify the modes 0 St. Compare with 
Figure 3. 3. 
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partly due to the finite record length. Beyond 
0
s

20 
the small 

glitches on the sides of some of the fundamental modes are caused 

entirely by the overtones. In this region the 
1
st modes are the 

strongest of the overtones. Besides introducing structure between the 

fundamental modes, overtones also affect their peak amplitudes. 

Without the overtones the amplitudes of the 
0
st modes vary smoothly 

with angular order, while the pattern seen in Figure 3.8 is rather 

erratic. The spectrum in Figure 3.8 can be compared with that in 

Figure 3.3 to get a sense of the actual contribution of the overtones 

to the motion observed at TRN. For orders t larger than 20 the 

observed modes (Fig. 3.3) vary more smoothly in amplitude and show 

less complexity than the synthetics. In this region the model 

apparently over-predicts the strength of the overtones relative to the 

fundamentals. Just the opposite holds for orders t less than 20. 

Here the overtones seem to have a slightly larger effect on the data 

than predicted. 

To study the influence of the overtones on measurements of 

fundamental mode attenuation, the synthetics were analyzed in the same 

manner as the data. The spectral amplitude ratios 1R/2R and 1R/3R 

were calculated from the autocorrelogram 'arrivals', resulting in two 

curves of Q versus frequency for each synthetic. The results are 

shown in Figure 3.9. The two dashed curves which merge near 4 mHz 

represent the synthetic with fundamental modes only. These curves are 

very smooth and agree with the input SL2 fundamental mode Q at 
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Figure 3.9 Effect of overtones on measurements 
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frequencies above about 2.8 mHz. At lower frequencies the dashed 

curves give Q below the input values because of the finite record 

length. The synthetic which included overtones produced the two solid 

curves in Figure 3.9. These curves oscillate erratically about the 

dashed ones and differ substantially from each other. The overtones 

cause the measurements to be unstable and to depend on the arrivals 

compared, but do not result in systematic biasing toward higher or 

lower Q. 

The attenuation curves for the observed TRN signal (Fig. 3.7) 

are more stable and in better agreement than the solid curves of 

Figure 3.9 for frequencies between 2.8 and 4.3 m.Hz (modes 
0
s

20 
to 

S ) This indicates that the data are not seriously contaminated by 0 3 6 • 

overtones in this band and that the Q measurements here reflect 

properties of the fundamental modes only. The previous comparison of 

the observed and synthetic spectra also indicated this. Above 4.3 mHz 

the instabilities in the data are probably due as much to low signal 

levels as to overtones. Below 2.8 mHz, or for angular orders 2 less 

than 20, the observed curves show instabilities comparable with the 

synthetic ones. In particular, Figures 3.7 and 3.9 both have a large 

spike near 2.4 mHz. This spike coincides with the prominent 

contamination near 
0
s

15 
which is seen in both spectra (Figs. 3.3 and 

3.8). Because the overtones corrupt the data below 2.8 mHz, and 

because resolution of Q below this frequency is limited by the window 

length, accurate estimates of fundamental mode Q for angular orders 
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less than 20 cannot be obtained from the TRN record. 

Why are the overtones between 
0
s

20 
and 

0
s

36 
weaker in the data 

than in the synthetic? The discrepancy may be due in part to the 

velocity and attenuation models employed. Errors in the assumed 

source model, however, are likely to be chiefly responsible. A point 

source at 40 km depth has been used here. Moving the source up to 15 

km would increase the fundamental mode excitation in this range, while 

decreasing that of the overtones. The effect on the lower frequency 

modes would not be as large, so the overtones would remain significant 

there. The Sumbawa earthquake produced a tsunami, indicating that the 

rupture extended to the surface. A finite rupture extent would be 

more realistic. Given and Kanamori [1980] argued that the faulting 

extended from the surface to below 60 km depth. Evidence on the 

contribution of overtones to the TRN seismogram is somewhat indirect, 

based largely on the stability of the attenuation measurements. 

Still, the results here suggest that antipodal records may prove 

useful for studying seismic sources as well as Earth structure. 

Mode Coupling 

Another possible cause of contamination in the TRN attenuation 

measurements is mode coupling. If two normal mode multiplets of a 

spherical Earth model have nearly equal eigenfrequencies, then small 

perturbations to the model will result in an interaction between the 
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two multiplets which can drastically alter the eigenfrequency, 

eigenfunction and Q of each [Dahlen, 1968, 1969; Luh, 1973, 1974]. 

Realistic perturbations to existing Earth models would include 

rotation, ellipticity, aspherical structure and anisotropy. Dahlen 

[1969] suggested that mode coupling between the fundamental spheroidal 

and toroidal branches may be significant between angular orders 10 and 

25. In this band a mode 0st is nearly degenerate with 
0
Tt+i· 

Woodhouse [1980] showed that coupling depends on the attenuation rates 

of the modes involved as well as their frequency spacing. Masters et 

al. [1983] tested the effects of rotation, ellipticity and lateral 

heterogeneity on the coupling between modes in the fundamental 

spheroidal and toroidal branches. They concluded that the Coriolis 

force due to the Earth's rotation dominates the coupling behavior for 

angular orders less than 40. This coupling is most efficient between 

nearest neighbor 
0
st and 

0
Tt±i modes. The coupled multiplets both 

display mixed spheroidal and toroidal character [Dahlen, 1969]. 

Masters et al. [1983] calculated the shifts in center 

frequency and Q of the 
0
st modes of 1066A induced by rotation and 

ellipticity coupling. The modes 
0

s
10 

to 
0

s
20 

were shifted noticeably 

towards lower Q, with especially large shifts for 
0

s
11 

and 
0

S
19

• 

'These two modes are very close in frequency to 
0

T
12 

and 
0
T

20
, 

respectively. A large shift in Q was also found for 
0

s
32

, but the 

predicted coupling of this mode to 
0

T
31 

is very sensitive to the 

reference model and 1066A may not be sufficiently accurate for these 
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modes [Masters et al., 1983]. Except for Os32' the Q of the 

fundamental spheroidal modes beyond angular order 20 were not 

significantly affected by coupling. 

Besides changing the frequency and Q of a mode, coupling can 

alter its eigenfunction. Coriolis coupling imparts a vertical 

component to the toroidal mode eigenfunctions [Dahlen, 1969]. As a 

result toroidal modes may sometimes be observed on vertical records 

[Masters et al., 1983]. In most such cases they should have an effect 

on the vertical spectrum comparable to that of the spheroidal 

overtones. No attempt has been made to model the effects of coupled 

toroidal modes on the TRN attenuation results. Such effects could 

only be important between 
0
s

10 
and 

0
s

20
, where the coupling is strong, 

and would act in addition to the contamination caused by the 

spheroidal overtones. It is suggestive that the TRN data (Fig. 3.7) 

show a large spike in Q near the frequency of 
0
s

11
/

0
T

12
, one of the 

most strongly coupled mode pairs. 

The Q measurements from the TRN record are compared in Figure 

3.7 to the Q of the corresponding fundamental spheroidal modes for the 

Preliminary Reference Earth Model (PREM) of Dziewonski and Anderson 

[1981]. The PREM Q were modeled to agree with the highest quality 

great circle data. The TRN data give substantially lower Q than the 

PREM model over their full range of stability, between modes 0s20 and 

0
s

36 
In this range the TRN data are not contaminated by overtones or 

by coupled toroidal modes. Like the PTO results of Chapter 1, the raw 
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TRN Q may be significantly biased due to the effects of lateral 

heterogeneities. In the next chapter, observations of the actual 

aspherical component of the Earth's structure are exploited to 

estimate this bias. 
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Chapter 4 

MODELING THE TRN RECORD FOR THE HETEROGENEOUS EARTH 

A physical explanation of the bias in antipodal Q measurements 

induced by a laterally heterogeneous structure was presented in the 

Introduction to Chapter 2 of this thesis . In that chapter, the bias 

in Q from the PTO record was constrained using the consistency of 

those Q results without any a priori knowledge about the distribution 

and ma gnitude of the heterogeneities. This was done because there 

were no reliable observations of the lateral phase velocity variations 

in the period range of those measurements (120 to 250 s). 

Measurements of Q from the TRN record of the Sumbawa earthquake 

(Fig. 3.7) yielded abnormally low values which certainly include some 

bias due to lateral heterogeneities . In this chapter, the bias is 

studied by realistically modeling the effects of the Earth's 

aspherical structure on the TRN record. To do this, recent 

observations of the lateral Rayleigh wave phase velocity variations at 

periods between 205 and 630 s [Masters et al., 1982] are exploited . 

These observations employed a large body of data which produced 

well-resolved, consistent results. 

The propagation of surface waves on a slightly heterogeneous 

sphere has been studied by Dahlen [1979a, 1980] using first order 

perturbation theory. A routine based on this theory is used to 
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generate a synthetic of the TRN record which incorporates the 

heterogeneity effects observed by Masters et al. [1982]. 

Measured Heterogeneity 

Masters and Gilbert [1982] measured the eigenfrequencies of the 

fundamental modes 0s8 to 
0
s

46 
from 557 digital IDA records. An 

average of 118 reliable measurements were made for each mode. In a 

subseq~ent study, Masters et al. [1982] examined the lateral 

heterogeneity of the Earth by plotting these eigenf requency 

measurements as a function of the orientation of the great circle 

connecting the epicenter and station. The orientation of a great 

circle is defined by the colatitude 8 and longitude ~ of its positive 

pole. The eigenfrequency W2(8,~) of the mode 0S2 observed along a 

specified great circle can be expressed as 

s 
w + owell(e) + l Ps(O) 

2 2 s=2 
l (owiocal)~ Y~(e,~) 

t=-s 
4.1 

where Y~(e,~) are the normalized surface spherical harmonics defined 

by Edmonds [1960], (owiocal)~ are the coefficients of the harmonics, 

Ps are Legendre polynomials, and w2 is the degenerate eigenfrequency 

of the spherically symmetric component of the Earth's structure. The 

term ow111 (8) represents the perturbation to the eigenfrequency due to 

the Earth's ellipticity of figure. This is given by [Dahlen, 1975] 
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4.2 

'Ille ellipticity splitting parameter Xt appropriate here is obtained by 

dividing the parameter x2(T), tabulated in Dziewonski and Sailor 

[1976], by the factor c/U (the ratio of phase to group velocity). In 

this analysis the perturbation to the degenerate eigenf requency 

reflects the influence of lateral variations in elastic parameters. 

Equation 4.1 is valid in the geometric optics limit, i.e., when the 

wavelength of the heterogeneity is much greater than that of the mode 

[Jordan, 1978]. 

The heterogeneity harmonics with odd angular order (s-odd) do 

not affect great circle eigenfrequency measurements [Backus, 1964]. 

This property is included in Equation 4.1 through the factor Ps(O), 

which vanishes for odd s. Because of this, great circle data cannot 

be inverted to give the coefficients of the odd-order harmonics of the 

heterogeneity. Furthermore, the effects of the lower even-order 

harmonics are preferentially emphasized on such measurements 

[Kawakatsu, 1983; Nakanishi and Anderson, 1983a]. The factor Ps(O) 

decreases uniformly with increasing even values of s. The resolution 

should thus be best for the lower order coefficients. 

Masters et al. [1982] performed least-squares inversions of 

the ellipticity-corrected eigenfrequency data of Masters and Gilbert 

[1982] to obtain the degenerate eigenfrequencies wt and the harmonic 
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Three consecutive modes were included in 

each inversion to stabilize the results. The inversions were done 

first with smax=2 (degree-two inversion) and then again with smax=6 

(degree-six inversion). The degree-two inversions gave a median 

variance reduction of 60% for the modes 
0
s

9 
to 

0
s

42
• The degree-six 

inversions offered no real improvement on this, so only the degree-two 

results were presented and discussed in detail. The data and 

best-fitting degree-two pattern for the mode triplet t=21,22,23 are 

shown in Figure 4.1. The data are plotted as deviations from the 

estimated degenerate eigenfrequencies. The patterns were very 

consistent over the range of modes studied. 

Because the very nature of their experiment excluded the 

odd-order and emphasized the lower even-order harmonics, the true 

geographic pattern of the heterogeneity cannot be determined from the 

results of Masters et al. [1982]. Those authors suggested that a 

heterogeneity localized at 420 to 670 km depth would explain the data. 

However, Kawakatsu [1983] and Souriau and Souriau [1983] have since 

shown that some regionalized Earth models would give similar patterns, 

and certainly the heterogeneities observed at the Earth's surface 

(e.g., continents and . oceans) have some effect. The regionalized 

Earth models assume that the heterogeneity at depth correlates 

perfectly with that at the surface, and this may not be valid. The 

patterns observed by Masters et al. [1982] do not lend themselves to 

unambiguous geophysical interpretations. 
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Figure 4.1 Center frequency measurements of the mode 
0
s22 plotted 

at the poles of the great circles between sources and stations. 
The data are plotted as deviations from their harmonic average 
value. Positive deviations are denoted by plus signs, negative 
deviations by diamonds. Symbol size gives the magnitude of the 
deviation. Dashed curves are the nodes of a spherical harmonic 
inversion of the data. From Masters et al. [1982]. 
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On the other hand, the results of Masters et al. [1982] are 

useful here simply as observations of the effects of lateral 

heterogeneities on great circle phase velocities. The degree-two 

harmonic coefficients can be used to estimate the deviation of the 

phase velocity from its average value which would be observed for any 

particular great circle. The data and the degree-two coefficients 

give very similar geographic patterns (Fig. 4. 1). The variance 

reduction (>60%) realized by the harmonic expansion is comparable to 

that of the best regionalized Earth models [Souriau and Souriau, 1983; 

Nakanishi and Anderson, 1983a] and it demonstrates the accuracy with 

which a · given great circle's behavior can be predicted. An antipodal 

signal can be thought of as the 'stack' of a continuum of great circle 

signals, combining the energy radiated at all azimuths from the 

source. The signal recorded at the antipode is sensitive only to the 

cumulative effects of propagation around complete orbits of the great 

circles. To accurately model the effects of the Earth's true lateral 

heterogeneity on an antipodal seismogram, then, one need only be able 

to predict the average phase velocity of any great circle through the 

source. Knowledge of the actual geographic distribution of the 

heterogeneities is not required. The event's radiation pattern can 

then be incorporated to generate the weighted stack of the energy 

arriving at the antipode from all azimuths, i.e., the antipodal 

seismogram. The degree-two harmonic coefficients of Masters et al. 

[1982] provide the necessary mechanism for doing this. 
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Theory 

Many authors have studied the effects of aspherical structure 

on the Earth's normal modes [Usami, 1971; Woodhouse and Dahlen, 1978; 

Geller and Stein, 1978; Dahlen, 1979a, 1980; Woodhouse and Girnius, 

1982]. The theory discussed in this section was developed by Dahlen 

[1979a, 1980] and is employed in the following section to generate a 

realist~c synthetic of the TRN seismogram. 

The vertical component of the normal mode multiplet 
0
si at the 

observation point £ is obtained by summing the constituent singlets 

S(£,t) 
t 

-.I Aj(£)cj(t) 
J=-t 

Each singlet has a time domain form given by 

exp(-at)cos(wjt) 

4.3 

4.4 

where a is the attenuation coefficient and wj is the eigenfrequency of 

the jth singlet. The attenuation is assumed to be spherically 

symmetric: only lateral perturbations in the elastic parameters are 

considered here. A singlet's amplitude is determined from 
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4.5 

[Gilbert, 1970] where M is the source moment tensor (a step function 

source is assumed), sj(I) is the vertical component of the singlet 

eigenfunction and ~j(Is) is the strain tensor at the source associated 

with the jth eigenfunction. On a spherically symmetric Earth the 

eigenfrequencies are degenerate: wj=w. The eigenfrequencies wj and 

the eigenfunctions sj of a slightly aspherical Earth are determined 

using perturbation theory. (See Butkov [1968] for a discussion of 

perturbation theory in the case of degenerate eigenvalues.) The first 

order eigenf requencies are expressed as 

4.6 

and the zeroth order eigenfunctions are linear combinations of the 

orthogonal eigenfunctions chosen for the unperturbed spherical Earth 

£ 

l m=-£ 
4.7 

The index m represents parameters of the spherical Earth, j the 

perturbed Earth. The quantities owj and £j=(b_ 2 , ••• ,b 2 )j are the 

eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the perturbation matrix E, i.e., 

4.8 
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H is a 2t+l by 2t+l Hermitian matrix whose elements are linear 

functions of the perturbation. 

To calculate the synthetic seismogram for a heterogeneous Earth 

model, begin by determining the eigenfrequency w and eigenfunctions sm 

of a mode of the unperturbed spherical model [Alterman et al., 1959]. 

Specify the desired perturbations to this model, and from these 

perturbations calculate the matrix elements~,, using the formulas 

given ~y Woodhouse and Dahlen [1978]. Then invert the matrix H to 

find its eigenvalues owj and associated eigenvectors bj. Substitute 

into Equations 4.6 and 4.7 to find the eigenfrequency and 

eigenfunction of each singlet, and then into 4.4 and 4.5 to determine 

each singlet's time series. Finally, sum the singlets to produce the 

entire multiplet (Eqn. 4.3). This process must be repeated for all 

angular orders t to obtain the complete fundamental mode seismogram. 

Unfortunately, there are some drawbacks to using the theory as 

it stands. To begin with, a routine to implement this procedure would 

be computationally intensive. The evaluation of each matrix element 

Hmm' would involve a numerical integration of the perturbations to the 

elastic parameters [Woodhouse and Dahlen, 1978]. Next would follow an 

inversion of the 2t+l by 2t+l matrix Ji., with consequent considerations 

of numerical stability. The evaluation and inversion of H would have 

to be done separately for each multiplet included in the synthetic. 

The most serious drawback is that the velocity and density 
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perturbations must be specified as functions of location. In the 

previous section it was argued that this cannot be unambiguously done 

using existing observations. At present, the heterogeneity can only 

be characterized by its effect on great circle averages of the 

Rayleigh wave phase velocity. Further development of the theory is 

necessary. 

Dahlen [1979a, 1980] has extended the theory through an 

asymptotic approximation of the singlet sum in Equation 4.3 

Here, 

S(f,t) 
2n 

-exp(-at) J a(r,~)cos(w2 (~)t)d~ 
0 

~ is the take-off azimuth at the source 

4.9 

(measured 

counterclockwise from south). The time dependence of this expression 

is identical in form to that of Equation 4.3, except that the singlet 

eigenfrequency wj there is replaced by w2 (~), which is the apparent 

center frequency of 
0
s2 observed along the great circle at azimuth ~. 

The great circle at azimuth ~ from the source Is has a pole at 

(8(~).~(~)), so that 

4.10 

Equation 4.1 and the coefficients tabulated in Masters et al. (1982] 

can be used to determine w 2 (e,~). The term a(r,~) in Equation 4.9 

incorporates the source moment tensor and geometrical spreading. 
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Explicit formulas for a(r,w) for all three components of motion are 

given in Equations 75-80 of Dahlen [1980]. 

Equation 4.9 can be viewed as a diffraction integral over all 

ray directions from the source. Along any particular direction, a ray 

travels at the average phase velocity for that great circle. Each ray 

is weighted by the source radiation pattern and by the asymptotic 

geometrical spreading factor /b./sinf.
1

• There is an additional 

component to the weighting term a(r,w) which, away from the epicenter 

and its antipode, is highly oscillatory except near the azimuths of 

the minor and major great circle arcs to the station. Because of this 

oscillatory term, the dominant contribution to the motion at some 

distance from the source and its antipode comes from the great circle 

connecting the source and station, as expected. Approaching the 

epicenter or the antipode this oscillatory behavior diminishes. In 

these regions the observed signals are formed by the interference of 

the arrivals from all azimuths. The aspherical perturbation 

Earth affects only the time-dependent term of Equation 

altering wi(w). The amplitude term a(f_, w) is unchanged 

heterogeneity. This is the result of using perturbation 

first order in the eigenfrequencies and zeroth 

eigenfunctions. 

order 

to the 

4.9, by 

by the 

theory to 

in the 

There are four formal conditions which must be met for the 

theory presented here to be valid. The theory is appropriate for the 

surface-wave-equivalent modes nst, for which 
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n << £ 4.lla 

The truncated perturbation theory imposes the restrictions 

4.llb 

and £ << 4.llc 

The first of these is the standard perturbation theory constraint that 

the perturbations om to the original model parameters m
0 

be small. In 

the next condition (Eqn. 4.llc) smin is the minimum significant degree 

in the harmonic expansion of the heterogeneity. This condition 

results from using zeroth order eigenfunctions: at high frequencies 

(large £) these become poor approximations of the true eigenfunctions 

of the perturbed model [Dahlen, 1979c]. The asymptotic approximations 

of Equations 4.1 and 4.9 require that 

4.lld 

where smax is the maximum significant degree of the heterogeneity. 

This is the geometrical optics condition which states that the 

wavelengths must be much shorter than the smallest heterogeneity 

length scale. The restrictions here are equivalent to the assumption 
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that lateral refractions and scattering of the surface waves are 

negligible. The waves propagate around great circle paths at the 

average velocity dictated by the heterogeneity distribution. 

Measurements from the TRN record represented the fundamental 

(n=O) spheroidal modes with angular orders t)l0, so condition 4.lla is 

satisfied. The extent to which the other conditions are satisfied is 

less clear, because all three require a knowledge of the 

heterogeneity. The observations of Masters et al. [1982] (Fig. 4.1) 

show that the patterns of great circle average phase velocities are 

dominated by the harmonics of low angular order, suggesting that 

condition 4.lld is met. Individual measurements deviated by less than 

0.4% from the mean for any ~ode, so the perturbations should be 

sufficiently small (condition 4.llb). Using smin=2, condition 4.llc 

becomes 

4.12 

For angular orders t below 40, the right-hand side of this expression 

is above 5%. This is more than an order of magnitude greater than the 

deviations in the phase velocity measurements. Observations of the 

effects of the Earth's lateral variations therefore indicate that the 

restrictions to the theory above are all reasonably well satisfied. 
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Modeling 

Two synthetic versions of the TRN seismogram were generated in 

order to evaluate the bias in measurements from that record. The 

first synthetic was for a spherically symmetric Earth. The modes S 
0 4 

to 
0
s

60 
of the elastic model 1066A [Gilbert and Dziewonski, 1975] were 

summed to produce this synthetic, using the mode Q values given by 

PREM [Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981]. The Sumbawa event was 

represented as a point source at 45 km depth with a focal mechanism as 

determined by Given and Kanamori [1980]. The second synthetic modeled 

the laterally heterogeneous Earth: it was generated by substituting 

the best-fit patterns of the lateral eigenfrequency variations of 

Masters et al. [1982] (Eqn. 4.1) into the asymptotic integral of 

Equation 4.9. This integral was evaluated numerically for the modes 

0
S

4 
to 

0
s

60
, although the heterogeneity effect was included only for 

O
s

9 
to s 

0 42 
Except for the heterogeneity the second synthetic used 

the same Earth and source parameters as the first. Both synthetics 

covered the same 17.5 hour tiwe span as the original record. 

Figure 4.2 shows the first 8 hours of the spherical and 

heterogeneous Earth synthetics as well as the actual TRN data. 

Comparing the peak-to-peak amplitude of the data with that of the 

heterogeneous Earth synthetic gave a seismic moment of 3.5xl028 

dyne-cm for the Sumbawa earthquake. This is in close agreement with 

the values determined by Given and Kanamori [1980] and Silver and 
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TR NZ 8/ 19/77 Ll=179.5° 

R7R8 R9RIO 

Spherical Earth syn. 

Synthetics: modes os4 - OSSO ( 1066A) 

Heterogeneous Earth 

( 100 sec filter) 
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5 6 7 

Figure 4.2 Synthetics of the TRN seismogram of the Sumbawa 
earthquake (~=179.5°). The topmost trace is the synthetic for a 
spherical Earth model. The middle trace includes the effects of 
the heterogeneity observed by Masters et al. [ 1982] and the 
Earth's ellipticity. The actual TRN record is shown at the 
bot tom. 

8 
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Jordan [1983] (4.0 and 2.4 dyne-cm, respectively). 

Qualitatively both synthetic waveforms give good fits to the data. 

Amplitude and phase match very well across the entire window. Most 

striking in Figure 4.2 is the agreement near the Airy phases of the 

R5R6 and R7R8 arrivals. Surprisingly, the heterogeneous Earth 

synthetic is virtually indistinguishable from the spherical Earth one. 

Introducing the heterogeneity provides no visual improvement of the 

fit between data and synthetic. The heterogeneity does however have 

an app:eciable effect on attenuation and dispersion measurements made 

from the synthetics. 

Analysis of the synthetics for attenuation and dispersion 

followed the same procedure used on the data (Chapter 3). Phase and 

group velocities for the spherical Earth synthetic were identical to 

the 1066A values, as they should have been. This was a reassuring 

test of the measurement techniques. The apparent Q for the spherical 

Earth synthetic is plotted in Figure 4.3. This figure shows the 

results for both boxcar (solid line) and Hanning (dashed line) 

windowing of the trace. Ideally, one would like to recover the PREM 

values (open circles). The finite record length causes the measured 

curves to diverge from PREM at low frequencies, an effect which must 

be taken into account. The boxcar window is clearly superior to the 

Hanning for measuring Q, since it introduces less bias from the true 

values. In the frequency domain, the boxcar has a much narrower main 

lobe than the Hanning (Oppenheim and Schafer, 1975), so convolving its 
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Rayleigh Wave Q 
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0 
QPREM 

3.0 
Frequency, m Hz 

35 

4.0 

IR/2R 
IR/2R 

5.0 

Figure 4.3 Q measured from the spherical Earth synthetic of the 
TRN record. The dashed curve is the result when the synthetic is 
Hanning windowed. The solid curve results from boxcar windowing. 
The open circles give Q of the modes 0 Si for the PREM model, which 
was used to generate the synthetic. 
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spectrum with that of the data has a smaller effect on the widths of 

the normal mode peaks. This contradicts Masters and Gilbert [1982], 

who asserted that Q measurements from boxcar windowed traces are 

unreliable. 

Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show respectively the phase and group 

velocities measured from the heterogeneous Earth synthetic. The 

deviations of the curves from their 1066A baselines is due to the 

combined effects of lateral velocity variations and the Earth's 

ellipsoidal shape. The Q taken from the heterogeneous Earth synthetic 

are shown in Figure 4.6. The two curves show the 1R/2R and 1R/3R 

measurements, based on spectral ratios of the autocorrelogram 

'arrivals' (see Chapter 3). The difference between these curves is 

negligible, despite the significant bias of both curves from the PREM 

values. This implies that the separation of the 1R/2R and 1R/3R 

curves is not a sufficiently sensitive indicator of the amount of bias 

due to heterogeneity. Estimating the bias in the TRN Q measurements 

requires independent knowledge of the magnitude of lateral velocity 

variations. If the observations of Masters et al. [1982] are 

reliable, then the shift of the curves in Figure 4.6 from the PREM Q 

trend should be an accurate measure of the bias in Q from the TRN 

record. 

Figures 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 demonstrate that the Earth's lateral 

heterogeneity can bias antipodal estimates of dispersion and 

attenuation away from the proper global average values. The amount of 
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Figure 4.6 Q measured from the heterogeneous Earth synthetic 
(boxcar windowed). The upper and lower solid curves give the 
1R/2R and 1R/3R results. The PREM Q were used to produce the 
synthetic. 
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bias in such measurements should depend on the manner in which the 

Earth's lateral heterogeneity is sampled. The exact nature of the 

sampling is a function of both the event's location and its radiation 

pattern. The error bounds on focal mechanism determinations are 

usually rather large, and observations of surface wave amplitude as a 

function of azimuth deviate widely from the predicted radiation 

patterns. Because of this it is important to consider the sensitivity 

of the dispersion and attenuation biasing to changes in the focal 

mechanism. P-wave first motions for the Sumbawa event dictate a . 
dominantly normal slip mechanism, but leave large uncertainties in the 

strike. Heterogeneous Earth synthetics were generated for different 

values of fault plane strike, with all other model parameters held 

constant. 

The phase velocity biasing was found to be very sensitive to 

the focal mechanism. A rotation of the strike by only 30° sufficed to 

change the phase velocity residuals from the significant positive 

values plotted in Figure 4.4 to slightly negative values. Because of 

this sensitivity, the antipodal phase velocity measurements are 

subject to large uncertainties ()0.1%) even if the heterogeneity is 

well known. Averages from a large number of conventional great circle 

measurements have standard errors of about 0.05%. One must conclude 

that individual antipodal records cannot be used to determine improved 

average Earth phase velocities. 

The group velocity deviations induced by the heterogeneity 
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(Fig. 4.5) are less than 0.01 km/s at all frequencies, near the level 

of the intrinsic errors in measurements from the TRN data. The 

magnitude of the group velocity bias was no larger than this for any 

fault plane orientation. In other words, lateral heterogeneities 

apparently cause no resolvable biasing of antipodal group velocities. 

The bias in antipodal Q values is significant (Fig. 4.6), but tests 

showed the bias to be virtually insensitive to focal mechanism 

variations. The bias is always toward lower Q: it is a function of 

the change in phase velocity over the azimuth range sampled, not of 

the average phase velocity in that range. 

Results 

Table 4.1 lists the observed eigenperiods of the modes 
0
s

8 
to 

S The periods were estimated directly from the peaks in the 
0 40 

spectrum of the Hanning-windowed TRN trace. They are in general 

agreement with the phase velocities obtained in a residual dispersion 

analysis of the record (Fig. 3.5). No corrections have been made for 

bias in the center frequencies due to sampling of the Earth. Modeling 

has shown such bias to be very sensitive to the event's radiation 

pattern. 

Analysis of synthetic seismograms demonstrates that the actual 

TRN record should produce unbiased group velocity estimates. The 

observed group velocity values (Fig. 3.6) for the modes 
0
s

10 
to 

0
S

43 
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Table 4.1 - Mode o 3t Eigenperiod 

Perioda, s 1066A b PREMc 

8 709.26 7 07. 8 2 7 07. 4 7 
9 632.59 633.95 633.61 

10 578.94 579.55 
11 5 38. 9 5 537.26 5 36. 94 
12 502.58 502.72 502.42 
13 472.16 473.55 473.28 
14 447.65 448.40 448.15 
15 426. 6 7 426.40 426. 19 
16 406.55 406.98 406.80 
17 389.17 389.69 389.55 
18 374.06 37 4 .19 374.07 
19 360. 09 36 o. 21 360.11 
20 347.12 347.51 347.42 
21 335.74 335.90 335.83 
22 325.08 325.25 325.18 
23 315.08 315.40 315.34 
24 306.24 306. 27 306.20 
25 297.87 297.75 297.68 
26 289.47 289.78 289.70 
27 282.48 282.29 282.20 
28 274.90 275.23 27 5. 13 
29 268. 59 268.55 268. 44 
30 26 2 .14 26 2. 21 26 2. 09 
31 256.40 256. 19 256.06 
32 25 0 .14 250.46 250.32 
33 244.90 244.98 244. 8 3 
34 239.88 239.74 239.59 
35 235.06 2 34. 7 3 234.57 
36 230.11 229. 92 229.76 
37 225.36 225.30 225.14 
38 221.11 220.87 220.70 
39 216. 7 2 216.59 216. 4 3 
40 212.78 212.48 212.32 

aFrom spectrum of Hanning-windowed 
bGilbert and Dziewonski [1975]. 
cDziewonski and Anderson [1981]. 

TRN record. 
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are compiled in Table 4.2, together with the observed averages of 

Dziewonski and Steim [1982] and the values for the models 1066A and 

PREM. The various values agree to within 0.01 km/s across most of the 

range. For modes 
0
s

30 
to 

0
s

35
, the TRN group velocities are slower 

than those of Dziewonski and Steim [1982] by about 0.02 km/s. Results 

in this range from the PTO antipodal record (Chapter 1) show almost no 

difference from the Dziewonski and Steim [1982] values. The 

discrepancies between the group velocity estimates are always below 

0.6%. Because of the intrinsic errors in measuring group velocities 

from the TRN record, the results here do not improve the resolution of 

global average group velocities provided by conventional studies. 

Such studies obtain small standard errors by averaging measurements 

from many different paths which differ by only a few percent. Still, 

it is rather remarkable that results from individual antipodal 

seismograms agree as closely as they do with the averages of other 

studies. This is strong evidence that the antipode 'sees' average 

global properties and that the lateral heterogeneities have a 

relatively small effect on the focusing. 

Modeling the effects of a laterally varying Earth has shown 

that the Q estimates from the TRN record are biased toward low Q by 

about 20% for the modes 
0
s

20 
to 

0
s

35 
(Fig. 4.6). In Figure 4.7 the 

observed Q are compared to the apparent Q of the heterogeneous Earth 

synthetic (plotted as a heavy line which averages the two curves of 

Fig. 4.6). From 
0
s

20 
to 

0
s

35 
the observed and synthetic trends agree 
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Table 4.2 - Mode 0s2 Group Velocity 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 

if, km/s 

5.67 
5.29 
5.04 
4.84 
4. 68 
4.54 
4.41 
4.30 
4.19 
4 .11 
4.02 
3.94 
3.87 
3. 81 
3.76 
3. 7 2 
3. 68 
3.65 
3. 62 
3.60 
3.58 
3.57 
3.56 
3.55 
3.55 
3.55 
3.55 
3.56 
3.56 
3.57 
3.57 
3.59 
3.59 
3.60 

b 
Ul066A 

5. 65 
5.26 
5.00 
4.82 
4. 6 7 
4.54 
4.42 
4.31 
4.20 
4 .11 
4.02 
3. 94 
3.87 
3. 81 
3.76 
3. 7 2 
3. 68 
3.65 
3. 6 3 
3 .61 
3.59 
3.58 
3.58 
3.57 
3.57 
3.57 
3.57 
3.57 
3.57 
3.58 
3.58 
3.59 
3.59 
3.60 

5. 648 
5.254 
4.997 
4.813 
4. 665 
4.533 
4.411 
4. 298 
4.193 
4.097 
4. 011 
3.934 
3.866 
3.808 
3.758 
3. 716 
3.681 
3 .652 
3. 6 29 
3 .611 
3.597 
3.586 
3.578 
3. 57 3 
3. 569 
3. 568 
3. 568 
3.569 
3. 571 
3. 57 3 
3. 577 
3.580 
3.584 
3.588 

aFrom residual dispersion analysis (Fig. 3.6). 
bGilbert and Dziewonski [1975]. 
cDziewonski and Anderson [1981]. 
dDziewonski and Steim [1982]. 

5. 6 54 
5.255 
5.001 
4.819 
4. 6 7 2 
4.542 
4. 421 
4.310 
4.204 
4.109 
4.021 
3.944 
3.875 
3.816 
3. 765 
3.722 
3. 687 
3.658 
3. 6 33 
3.614 
3. 600 
3.588 
3. 580 
3.574 
3. 571 
3.569 
3. 569 
3. 570 
3. 572 
3. 57 5 
3.578 
3. 582 
3.586 
3. 591 
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Figure 4.7 Comparison of Q measured from the observed TRN record 
(light curves) and from the heterogeneous Earth synthetic (heavy 
curve). 
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closely. If the Earth's lateral heterogeneities are faithfully 

reflected in the observations of Masters et al. [1982], then this 

agreement means that the globally-averaged attenuation is accurately 

represented by the PREM Q. Dziewonski and Steim [1982], using 

conventional great circle data, obtained average Q values which also 

support the PREM model in this range. 

By themselves the TRN measurements of apparent Q constrain only 

the trade-off between intrinsic attenuation and the magnitude of 

lateral velocity variations. Higher intrinsic Q would require a more 

heterogeneous Earth (a greater range in great circle phase velocities) 

in order to explain the antipodal data. Masters and Gilbert [1982] 

obtained average Q values which are approximately 10% higher than the 

averages observed by Dziewonski and Steim [1982] for the modes 
0
s

20 
to 

0
s

35 
The TRN results indicate that the average Q given by Masters 

and Gilbert [1982] are incompatible with the heterogeneity 

observations of Masters et al. [1982]. The heterogeneity introduced 

in the modeling biased the Q by about 20%. The additional 10% shift 

necessary to rationalize the TRN results with the average Q of Masters 

and Gilbert [1982] would thus require an increase of about 50% in the 

magnitude of the lateral velocity variations. The errors in 

individual phase velocity measurements are much smaller than the 

differences between paths, so it would seem unlikely that Masters et 

al. [1982] underestimated the range in great circle velocities by so 

much. It seems most reasonable to interpret the TRN data as 
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supporting average Earth Q for 
0
s

20 
to 

0
s

36 
comparable to the PREM 

values. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

This thesis has demonstrated that long period antipodal 

(~,180°) seismograms can be used to study global average properties of 

the Earth. The attenuation and dispersion of surface waves and normal 

modes have been measured for periods between 100 and 500 s. The 

aspherical structure of the Earth corrupts the focusing of surface 

waves at the antipode and complicates the attenuation and dispersion 

analyses. A beneficial result of this phenomenon is that antipodal 

records can constrain the aspherical structure. 

The antipodal record of the 1968 Inangahua, New Zealand 

earthquake from station PTO produced measurements of Rayleigh wave Q 

for periods from 120 to 280 s. The effects of lateral heterogeneities 

on this record were constrained using the consistency of the Q 

measured between repeated Rayleigh arrivals. The range in great 

circle average phase velocities estimated by this method agrees well 

with observations and with some regionalized Earth models. Corrected 

for bias, the PTO data yielded an average Earth Q of 127 at a period 

of 170 s. This is about 10% below the value predicted by the PREM 

attenuation model [Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981]. The difference 

between PREM and the PTO results increased slightly at shorter periods 

and decreased to nearly zero for periods longer than 230 s. 

Rayleigh wave attenuation at 250 to 350 s periods was measured 

from an antipodal record (station TRN) of the 1977 Sumbawa, Indonesia 
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earthquake. This seismogram was modeled by including the 

heterogeneity parameters determined by Masters et al. [1982] in an 

algorithm based on the asymptotic/perturbation theory presented by 

Dahlen [1979a, 1980]. The apparent Q from a synthetic seismogram for 

a heterogeneous Earth were compared with the measurements from the 

data. This comparison demonstrated that global average Rayleigh wave 

attenuation in the 250 to 350 s band is accurately represented by the 

PREM model. Extending these results to longer periods will require an 

antipod~l seismogram somewhat longer than the 17.5 hr TRN record. 

Analysis of synthetic seismograms for a heterogeneous Earth 

indicated that antipodal data give nearly unbiased estimates of global 

average group velocity. Results from the PTO and TRN records agree 

closely with the best conventional studies [Dziewonski and Steim, 

1982; Nakanishi and Anderson, 1982]. A few antipodal seismograms, 

preferably of longer duration than those used here, could improve 

existing average Earth group velocity estimates. 

The accuracy of the phase velocity and mode eigenfrequency 

measurements presented in this thesis is limited by the available 

record lengths. Heterogeneous structure may also have biased the 

results by as much as 0.1% from global average values. The exact 

amount of such biasing is strongly dependent on the radiation pattern 

of the event and thus it cannot be accurately determined. Because of 

these sources of uncertainty, several antipodal records of long 

duration ('50 hrs) would be needed to determine accurate average Earth 
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phase velocities. 

Antipodal records of spheroidal overtones and Love waves have 

also been analyzed. The data presented in this thesis agree well with 

synthetic seismograms, proving the potential of the antipode for 

investigating these modes. In addition, the work here suggests that 

antipodal records are useful for studying mode coupling and earthquake 

source properties. 
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APPENDIX 

The PTO seismograms were modeled in Chapters 1 and 2 using the 

method of Dahlen [1979b], who gave equations only for the vertical 

component of motion. This appendix gives the complete expressions for 

the amplitude term A~(£) in Equation 2.1 of this thesis for all three 

components. 

Definitions: 

' £ = (r,8,~) =receiver location 

~(8)exp(im~) = ~(8,~) =surface spherical harmonics 

Ut(r), Vt(r) =radial eigenfunctions 

Mij = moment tensor elements 

The indices t and m are now suppressed for clarity, e.g., 

replaced by X( 8) and ut (r) by U(r). Let A(£), B(~:) and D(I) 

A~(£) in Equation 2. 1 for the displacement components ur, U8 

respectively. Then 

A(r) U(r)X(8){ [EsX(8s) + Fsa 8X(8s)]cos[m(~-~s)l 

+ [GsX(8s) + Hsa 8x(8s)]sin[m(~-~s)l 

B(£) V(r)a 8x(8){ [EsX(8s) + Fsa 8X(8s)]cos[m(~-~s)l 

+ [GsX(8s) + Hsa 8X(8s)]sin[m(~-~s)] 

~(8) is 

replace 

and u~, 
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where 

Es= f(m){ MrrarU(rs) + M88 (u(rs)/rs-[t(t+l)-m2/sin28s]V(rs)/rs) 

+ M¢¢(UCrs)/rs-[m 2/sin2ss]V(rs)/rs) 

Fs f(m){ ~ 8 [U(rs)/rs+arvCrs)-V(rs)lrs] 

- (M88-M¢¢)cotan(8s)V(rs)/rs 

G 2m { Mr¢[U(rs)/rs+arv(rs)-V(r 8 )/rs] - ZM 8¢cotan(8s)V(rs)/rs s sines 

HS 
4m Ms¢V(rs)/rs 

sin8s 

r(m) = { 1, m=O 
2, m*O 

} 


